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SECOND EUROPEAN CONGRESS OF MATHEMATICS
Opening Speech
Budapest, July 22, 1996
Mollsieur le Maire de Budapest.
Monsieur le Secretaire d'Etat !'Education,
Monsieur le Representant de la Commission Europeenne en Hongrie,
Messieurs les Presidents.
Mesdames et Messieurs,
Cheres f't chers collegues,

Au nom de la Societe Mathematique EuropeennE', je viens VOUS remercier d'honorer de votre presence la ceremonie
d'ouverture du Deuxieme Congres Europeen de Mathematiques ici Budapest, darn, un pays de grand<'. tradition
mathematique.
Notre hote est la Societe Mathematiqne Janos Bolyai. Nous remercions ses membres pour leur confiance clans la
S.M.E. en mettant sur pied ce congres et pour tout le travail qu'ils y ont investi.

The Bolyai Society is named after one of the founders, some 175 years ago, of a completely new geometry. In his own
words (which remarkably encapsulate the power of Mathematics), Janos Bolyai "created a universe out of nothing".
Besides the new mathematical fields that were opened on this occasion, was then created a possible model which has
now become a standard tool for stat.istical physicists in their study of disordered media. This model is also relevant
for the architecture of computers of the latest. generation. This illustrates the versatility of mathematical concepts,
and the long-range value of investments in this field.

Mathematics is diverse as Europe is.
quest and this achievement, y ou will
international Scientific Committee of
chose the "Unity of Mathematics" as

It struggles and sometimes achieves its unity, as I wish Europe will do it. This
have plenty of opportunities of seeing it at work during this week because the
this congress, chaired by Professor .Jiirgen Moser, which selected the speakers,
theme of the Congress.

Nowadays, Mathematics has become a; key for the harmonious development of modern societies for at least three
independent reasons
mathematical concepts lie at the heart of many different techniques, those on which high technology is based,
such as numerical windtunnels (whose use is now widely spread in tlte aeronautics industry). scanners in
use in medical imaging, telecommunications code;; (on which the quality and security of data transmission
rely), more genera.Uy models, either deterministic or stochastic, used in economy, in banks and insurance
companies, but also iu meteorology, epidemiology and in environment sciences, to name a few
(2) Mathematics is now present in our daily life. besides our regular use of many technical devices, by the
constant reference made to statistics and to polls. Democracy requires that citizens be properly trained to
detect inadequate uses of such data. \Ve, if we believe in democracy, must make sure that citizens are indeed
comfortable with mathematics. Jn our fast evolving world iu which decentralized centre;; of decision are a
must, the comfort with mat.hernatics Lecomes a necessity.
(:3) finally, and this third reason is particularly dear to my heart. Matltematico: remains., as it has been throughout
History, a privileg,�d path to critical reasoning, in school and more generally in cultural circles. To learn how
to think independently is both a shield against anthoritian ruling and a passport for innovation.

(1)

You will therefore understand that I feel of my responsibility
- to call the attention of people in charg(" of running the society to conditions necessary to meet t.hesf� challengt'S
belong lo strategic
for mathemat.ici,ins (they can be
engineers, technicians or
resource:, ; rneans l:o
;i,nd Ihr: ,i.ca.dt>mic
researd1. and iunovalion, a.nd to make contacts between
world fraiifol
to recogni,f· this may prove an
to investmer,t.s wit.h the
returns.
mistake some yca.rs la1er :
- tc, m,,ke an
i.n my fdiow math�'ma.ticiam, for
axe
for innova t.ion
the cnltn:ral dimffnsim; of oin

ctntury
ill this
Mathematicians i!l'e her<:', at home in oiw nf th"' <:itie;;
in tltt he,,rt cf hi8toric,iJ
whid, lrn.s 11,itne:,s,,.d so m,uiy drama.tk
Mat.hematics is indeed one of the major con;;trnction sites for

1.nmon·ow's world. Al! of us !iave io be coovirn.:nl of this. We all ha.ve nur shari2 of work in thi,., endeavour.

I th,tnk yon for your a!l,(:'ntion.

M<1t.hc1n,1i:1,:;,J

REPORT ON THE SECOND EUROPEAN CONGRESS OF MATHEMATICS
BUDAPEST : JULY 22 - 26 1996
The Second European Congress of Mathematics organised by the Hungarian Ma.thematical Society Janos Bolyai on
tl1e initiative of the European Mathemat.ical Society, was held in Budapest (Hungary) from the 22nd to the 26th of
.July 1996
The purpose of this event, which takes place every fourth year, is threefold:
(1) t.o present the main and most n·cent results in pure and applied mathema.tic:;.
(2) to provide a forum for discussion of the relationship between mathematics and society in Europe
(3) to enhancf' cooperation among mathematicians from all European conntries.
On the occasion of each congress, the European Mathematical Society a,vards prizes t.o ten talented young European
mathematicians.
The programme of this year's congress consisted of a conventional part with 10 plenary lectures and 45 parallel
lectures but also included the Round Tables, seven of them, which allowed the participants to discuss the relationship
between mathematics and society.
An exhibition of scientific book�, electronic material and sofware as well as a festival of scientific films was available
for participants.
Owing to the large numher of foreign mathematicians present, the Second European Mathematical Congress provided
the perfect opportunity to set up a series of satellite conferences u1 Hungary and adjacent countries.
Finally, a Junior Mathematical Congress attended by college and university students was held in Miskolc (Hungary)
from July 29th to August 2nd.

I
PROGRA.MME OF THE SECOND EUROPEAN CONGRESS OF
MATHEMATICS
1. Opening ceremony
T he opening ceremony was held at the Convention Centre of Budapest on July 22, at 10 a.m in the presence of the
following:
- Mayor of the city of Budapest, Mr. Gabor Demsky
- Hungarian Vice-Minister of Education, Mr. Zoltan Szabo
- Delegate of the European Union in Hungary, Mr. Hans Beck
- President of the E.M.S., Professor Jean Pierre Bourguignon
- Representative of the Academy of Sciences of Hungary, M. Akos Csaszar
- President of the Janos Bolyai Society, Professor Revesz
- Manager of Motorola in Hungary, Mr. Thomas Szekely
- General Secretary of the Janos Bolyai Society, Professor Gyula Katona ;
- A Vice-President of the European Mathematical Society, Professor La.zl6 Marki ;
- President of the Prize Committee, Professor Lazlo Lovasz.
2, Plenary Lectures
Ten plenary lectures of a.bout .50 minutes were given by scientists chosen by the scientific committee chaired by J.
Moser (ETH Zurich).
G. Ben Arons (Paris)
July 22nd 1996 J.P. Serre (Paris). D. n.k Dnff.(Stony Brook), N. A1on (Tel
July 24th 1996 J. Kollar (Salt Lake City), J. Laskar (Paris), A.S. Merkurjev (Moscow)
July 26th 1996 B. Dubrovin
S. Miiiler (.Fribourg), V Milman (Tel Avivl
3. Parallel L1:i!d11res
lectures of about 5() mi:nu.t<cs were
4. Round tables
Seven round tables were organized for exchange and debate. Themes were the following :
July 23rd 1996
(1) Corrmnrnica.tiou in mathema,tics,
(Z) Women and
Mathema.tic,- and Eastern
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July 24th 1996
(1) The public image of mathematics,
(2) Mathematics education.

•July 25th 1996
(1) Mathematical games.
(2) Demography of mathematicians.
5. Scientific films and music
Scientific films were shown to participantB and several folkloric and dast<ical music concerts were organized during
the week.
The film �.".; is a ]\ umber - A portrait of Paul Erdos� was on screen at the Convention Centre the last day of the
Congress.

This documentary made by George Paul Csiscery gives a portrait of the eminent Hungarian mathematician, Professor
Paul Erdos, who chose to live his life without a permanent home or work position.
Mr. Paul Erdos died September 20th 1996 while at.tending a conference in Warsaw.
6. Exhibition
Several publishers and book distributors exhibited scientific books, reviews, software and electronic material in the
Technical University of Budapest.

II - PRIZES OF THE EUROPEAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY
During the opening ceremony of the Congress, the European Mathematical Society awarded prizes to ten young
European mathematicians to reward their talent, to acknowledge the outstanding work they have accomplishe<land
to encourage them in their current research.
1. Criteria for the awards
(l) At most 10 prizes are allocated to European mathematicians under :32 years old: exceptionally, under special
conditions, the age limit may be ext.ended to :34 years old.
(2) Na.mes of potential recipients may be submitted to the jury by external persons or by the jury.
(3) The Jury, or Prize Committee, is appointed by the E.M.S. Executive Committ.ee and is sovereign in the
designation of recipients. However, the jury must look for applicants in every mathematical field and in all
countries
2. Members of the Prize Committee (Jury)
- L. Lovasz, President: Yale ·university, New Haven, USA
·· E. Bayer-Fluckiger: CNRS Besan<:;on, France
- Z. Ciesielski: Academy of Sciences, Sopot, Poland
- F. Gotze: Fniversity of Bielefeld, Germany
- J. Lindenslra.uss: Hebrew Univernity of Jerusalem, Israel
- Y. Ylanin: Max-Planck-fnstitnt, Bonn, Germany
- Y. Meyer: ENS Cachan, France
- M.J.D. Powell: Cambridge University, United Kingdom
- G. Segal: Cambridge University, United .Kingdom
- R. Tijdeman: Leiden University, Netherlands
Pa.ris, France
· J. Tits : College d e
3. R.edpients of the 1996 E.M.S. Prizes
All'x:i;, Bonnet (.France)
VV illiani T ({ow"n; (

Jfri Matousek
L(•k �ifr:rel

(H) G
Perelman (
R.ic.a.rdo 1') {:lt�z--J\ 1! arco
(JO) l.ei.2.cid �"0It.r:0 r:.-rvitr.h

applied

gecmctry, fund1onal

sytiterns

Declined the Prize

PRIZE WINNERS
2nd European Congress of Mathematics
Alexis Bonnet works on a broad sped.rum of problems in applied analysis. .His results on the Mumford-Shah
conjecture in the theory of computer vision were a brea.kthrough. This conjecture deals with a variational problem
with a singular boundary set and proposes a finite representation of the optimum solution. Bonnet obtained the first
finiteness result under additional assumptions, which is a major step in understanding this difficult free-boundary
value problem. In a different direction, his results on partial differential equations, in particular on flame propagation
a.nd combustion, are very significant.
Wiiliam Tin1othy Gowers' work has made the geometry of Banach spaces look completely different. Tb mention
some of his spedacular results: he solved the not.orious Banach hyperplane problem ·· to find a Banach space which is
not isomorphic to any of its hyperplanes; he gave a counterexample to the Schroeder-Bernstein theorem for Banach
spaces; he proved a deep dichotomy principle for Banach spaces which, if combined with a result of Komorowski and
Tomczak-Jaegerr.nann, shows that if all closed infinite-dimensional subspaces of a Banach space are isomorphic to
the space, then it is a Hilbert space. He gave (jointly with Maurey) an example of a Banach space such that every
bounded operator from the space to itself is a Fredholm operator. His work in Mathematics is both very original
and technically very strong. The techniques he uses are highly individual; in particular, he makes very clever use of
infinite Ramsey theory.
Annette Huber developed the difficult and important theory of the derived category of mixed motivic realisations.
The theory of motives was discovered hy Alexander Grothendieck in the 60's. This important topic is still largely
conjectural. The definition of mixed motives is one of the central problems of this theory. Annette Huber defines a.
derived category of the category of mixed realisations defined by Jannsen. She constructs a functor from the category
of simplicial varieties to this derived category, whose cohomology objects are precisely the mixed realisations of
the va.riety. She then defines an absolute cohomology theory, over which the usual absolute theories
absolute
Hodge-Deligne and continuous ctale cohomology -- naturally factorise_
Aise Johan de .Tong has produced a large variety of deep results on various aspects of arithmetic algebraic geometry.
His persDnal influence on the work in t.he field is impressive. His work is characterised by a truly geometric approach
;,.nd an abundarice of new ideas. Amongst others, his results include the resolution of a conjecture of Veys and the
answer to a long-standing question of Mumford on moduli spaces. Resolution of singularities by modification is
difficult and unknown in most cases; in recent outstanding work, de Jong found an elegant method for the resolution
of singularili<'.S by alterations, which is a slightly weaker question but sufficient for most applications. This basic
method combines geometric insight and technical knowledge.
Dn1itri Krmnkov has developed import.ant results in st.atistici, and the mathematics of finance. He did fundamental
work in filtered statistical
fn part.icular, he obtained a deep result on the structure of Le Cam's distance
between two filtered siatistical experiments, and proved very general theorems about the structure of the limit
experiments ,vhich cover many result.s in the asympt.otic mat.hematica.1 statistics of stochastic processes. Recently
he proved a rema.rkable "Optional decomposition of supermartinga!es'' which is au extension of the fondamenta]
Doob-Meyer decompositfon for the case of many probabilily mea�ures. This unexpected result is rather difficult and
refined technically but concept.ual1y of d(•ep importance. In the direction of mathernatica.l finance, Kramkov obtained
impressive results on pricing formubie for certain classes of "exotic" options based on geometric Brownian motion.
He succeeded in computing explicit solutions for "Asia.n options'·' where the pay-off is given by a time-average of
gf,ometric Brownian motion .
•liri J'vLnJ,ousek's ach_if'vement.s h,111(: combinatoria.1 and
its
nd.s iu

alrno$t j;:;ornetric
1n Jna,hcnrn.ticu.i
s ta1.ernent.

its breadth,
he a.tt,v:ks. He gave construction,, of e,_,,Mu.m1fo ohta.ined the:
snch as l:near

The group of torsion points of an elliptic curve over a number field is finite. Merel found a bound of !.he order of
this group in l erms of the degree of the number field; such a bound was known in a very fow cases only (the case of
the rational numbers (Mazur 1976), number fields of degree less than 8 (Kamieny-Mazm l992), and number fields
of degree les;;, than 14 tAbramovitch 199:l).
Grigory Penilrnan's work played a major role in thE' development of the theory of Alcxamlrov spaces of curvature
bounded from helow, giving new insight into the ext,,nt to which the r!'suits of Riernannian geometry rely on the
smoothness of the structure. Now, maiuly due to Perelman, the theory is far more complete. His results include a
structure
of the,w spaces, a :stability t.heorem (new even for Riemauni,in manifolds), aud a synthetic geometry
;t'la. Aleksandrov. He proved a conjecture of Gromov concerning an es!.imation of the pro<luct, of weights, a,nd tht;
()hieegicr-Gromov conject11re. This last problem attracted the attention and dforts of many geometen, for more than
20 y,·ars, and the met,hod developed hy Perelman yielded an astonishingly short solution.
Ricardo Perez-Marco solved several outstanding problems, and obtained basic re:sults, in the theory of dynamics
of non-linearisable germs and non-linearisable analytic diffeomorphisms of the circle and, in the theory of centralisers,
a natural complement of non-linearisability. He discovered a. new arithmetic condition under which a germ without.
periodic orbits is linearisable. He gave a negative answer to a question of Arnold 011 the linearisability of analytic
diffeomorphisms of the circle without accumulating periodic orbits. Perez-Marco developed a theory of analytic non
linearisable germs based on an important and useful compact invariant.
Leonid Polterovicll contributed in a most important way to several domains of geometry and dynamical systems,
in particular to symplect.ic geometry. Polterovich ties together complex analytic and dynamical ideas in a unique
way, leading to significant progress in both directions. In particular, he brings complex analysis into the realm of
Hamihonian mechanics, which constitutes a new major step in this classical field. Among others, he established (with
Bialy) an anti-KAM estimate in terms of the Hofer displacement of a Hamiltonian flow. Polterovich found the first
non-trivial restriction on the Maslov dass of an embedded Lagrangian torus and, with Eliashberg, completely solved
the knot problem in real 4-space.
4. Delivery of the 1996 E.M.S. Prizes
Each of the Prize winners received a. bilingnal certificate (English and the recipient mother-tongue) and a sum of
money in the presence of the mayor of the city of Budapest, the Hungarian vice-minister of Education, t.he president
of E.!\LS., t,he manager of Motorola Hungary and the chairman of the Jury. The money was provided by the City of
Ruda.pest, the Hungarian Ministry of Education and the telecommunications company Motorola.

III- GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE CONGRESS
1. Scientific Commit.tel�
- J. Moser, President : ETH, Zurich, Switzerland
- E. Bayer-Fluckiger : CN RS, Besan,:;on, France
- L. Babai: Eotvi:is Lorand University, Budapest, Hungary
- L. Carleson : Royal Institute of Technology, Stocholrn, Sweden
- C, de Concini: Scuola Norma.le Superiore, Pisa, Italy
- S.K. Donaldson: University of Oxford, United Kingdom
- B. Engquist : Royal Institute of Technology, Stocholm, Sweden
- S. Hildebrandt: Bonn University, Germany
Moscow, Rut<sia
- S. Novikov , Landa,u Institute of Theoretical
France
E. Pardoux: Universite d,:
- A. Schinzel : PAN Mathematica! Institute, Warsaw, Poland
- D. Szasz
Academy of Sciences, Buda.pest, Hungary
.2,
; C. Kuksar; V. Ola; A. Recski , i:vf. R,,veEz
with the
CommiH<:'e.
'fht:
for 1hcir financial i-1ipporl
institutiou;; a:nd

Ma.i,hemat.ical

wish to thank the following

AC:EM - ,\;;sociation pm.n h·
BK\'.
L:d
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Comite National Fran�ais de,, Mathematiciens
Dcu tsche Mathematiker- Verei11igung
Edinhurg11 .:VI athcrnatical Society
European Commission
European Mat.hematical Society
Hungarian Academy of Sciences
lFHERD International Foundation· for Hungarian Education, Research and Development
Inter-Europa Bank Ltd, Budapest
International M athcmatical 1 T nion
London 1'1athernatical Society

Minist.ry of Culture and Education, Hungary
Motorola
National Committee for Technological Development, Hungary
Soros Foundation, Hungary
Technical University of Budapest
Tungsram Co. Ltd
UNESCO Venice Office (Roste)
Unione Mathematica Itaiiana
University of Economic Sciences of Budapest
Weizman.n Institute of Science
4. Location
Convention Centre opening and closing ceremonies, plenary lectures, film "N is a Number - a portrait of Paul
Erdos"
Technical University : parallel lectures, round tables, scientific films, exhibitions.
5. Number of Participants : 724
T he number of registered participants is 724 of which 122 were women. However, a great number of Hungarian
students attended tl1is congress without being registered.
6. Number of represented countries : 58
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JUNIOR MATHEMATICAL CONGRESS - 96 MISKOLC, HUNGARY
29 July to 2 August

An Organiser's Report
Peter Kortesi
'T'he JM C-96, as one of the official satellite meetings of the 2nd European Congress of ll.iathematics, was aimed at
bringing together the future mathematicians of Europe. Apart from attending lectures given by invit.ed scholars and
meeting famous European mathematicia11s, the participants themselves gave talks and exhibited posters. All active
participants were given the opportunity to present their results in subject-orient,ed parallel sessions.
The invited speakers of the congress were : Roland Bulirsch, Miklos Lacz.kovich, Vilmos Totik, Judita Cofman, Elemer
Kiss, Mihaly Hujter, Istvan Lenart, Christian Mauduit, Janos Suranyi, Tibor Nemetz, Lajos Posa, Zsofia Ruttkay,
Jean-Pierre Bourguignon, Robert Tijdeman, Paul Erdos, Boris Klebanov, George Shabat, Alan Huet., Olivier Gerard,
Piroska Csorgo and Peter Michor.
The 34.5 participants (175 from abroad, coming from 19 different countries) presented 39 tit.Jes. The individual 15
minute talks and 30 minute collective presentations involved 6.5 active participants.
The best papers sent in have been published in three volumes, a special English language edition of the Hungarian
mathematical journal KoMaL, a number in the Hungarian language journal Pi edited in Miskolc, and the Abstracts
of the congress. The European Mathematical Society has offered special prices for the authors of these papers and
has supported all the expenses of the participation of three talented young people.
The meeting provided an excellent opportunity for the participants to make friends and to visit this part of Hungary
as well. A welcome party on Monday, an organ concert on Tuesday, two trips around Miskolc, a disco and a Hungarian
folk-dance evening completed the programme.
It is really hard to decide what moment of the congress impressed most. For us, the organisers, the enthusiasm of
the participants, students and colleagues was a very pleasant surprise and the memories will be long-lasting. We are
grateful to everyone who supported the congress.

SECOND JUNIOR MATHEMATICAL CONGRESS
Miskolc, July 29-August 2, 1996
A Participant's Report
Johanna Michor, aged 16, Austria
'I have created a different, new world from nothing ...'
Janos Bolyai
Miskolc is the biggest town in Hungary after Budapest and is situated in nice surroundings at the edge of the
Biikk-mount.ain, whose caves contain some of the oldest relics of prehistoric man.
Three hundred and forty young people, aged 12 to 19, and st.udents from 16 countries met, in Miskolc to participate
in lhe 2nd Junior Mathematical
a satellite congresis of the 2nd European Congress of Mathematics. Thi?
lst Junior
held in Paris 4 years ago had more participants, but this congress attracted participants from
their
who wani,<0d to
n1vironmeut for ymrng
a.nd
of
on a
For many of us it. wa.s t!H., first
ha.d
le,:t nres.
the nukome of their firnl.
,vhid1 often
me,
that these 'scif,ni,ists' are still attending high school. A group frnm Erlangen, Germany demonstrated
Lhe
of ibonacci Number;s and ways to prove' t,hen:,, and how t,o find new problems and t.heir solutions.
their work about
St,4.uences. l
wish that we
tih,wise i.h�· group ')Aai.h en Jeans' from Pari;;
,.:riuld aJ;:;.r) h.. if\'(� �itni1a.t int<::H�st group+.1 back Jn .A.ustria.

r

The participants communicated with great ,'.ut.husiasm with their new-found friends and experienced the inlernationa.l
character of mathematics. Lednrcs by famous mat.hematiciam, and discus,;ions with them left us feeling connected to
of Ferm;,.!.';;
th,· world of mathem;1ticai research: we now know ab0nt the proof · which look ;;50 ye;uii to
dilficuH. problems,
last theorem. Pa.l Erdof' told us nmnernu,; a.11ecdotes and offered
sum& i:t dollars for
but he seemed lo
dial w,, were jurl children. Om�
ng!y old<'<r) particip1wt shocked u;;; by opening bii;
Jrnows a.bout. part.ia1 dilfr,n:ntfo.l eqna.tions'1'
lecture with tli,· senienn,:
.Forni ,ut<.l ;jffommodat,ion ;;ometiHH!S led ni;; to (hy:-terical)
of laughter, funny stories a.bout the Iasl dinner
c(rculai.ed, ... Social eveni.s in the evenings (in particular l;ht> Hungarian Folk-dance aml fareweH pa.i:ty at the Herman
Otto
better. ;,:cw we all know, more or le;;s, how to rfance
us to appreciate th<c' other pari

c:zarda-S.

I guess tha1, ma.ny of the pupils now look forw,ud to att.ending uni•;ersit.y and [ hope thctt some of !.:hem feel er,couJaged
and confirmed to study mathematics after this congress.

Paul Erdos (1913-1996)
Paul f'.rd<'is, one of the most outstanding mathematici;,rns of our century an<l a close friend of many of us, died in
\,Var,,;aw, on Friday, September 20, 1996, while visiting a couforcncc in combinatorics and graph theory. He was 8:3
years old.
"He died iu the battlefield"· in Warsaw there wa.s a five-week long Mini.semester in Combinatorics. He participat.ed
in this series of wor.kshops for two weeks, gave two lectures, tlie second one 011 VVednesday, September 18, recf:ived a
warm ovation, and died on Friday. Two days later he should have 1-eft for Vilnius, for a. conference in Number Theory.

"To conjecture and prove"
Paul had already had problems with his heart. Not so long ago (during a graph confereuce in Kalamazoo, Michigan)
a pace-maker was implanted into his chest. It is not that surprising when an 83 year old man dies - and yet we are
shocked.
Erdos and death: the relation itself is so strange. When he wa.<. young he kept joking about it. Recently, I think, he
started to foel uneasy about death but (perhaps by inertia) he went on joking about it. "To conjecture and prove"
he us("d to say, "and if you can not do this any more, you should change the pills". This meant in his strange slang
that "old age and stupidity" are sad things, and one terrible thing about old age is that a mathematician cannot
continue the most important thing in his life: doing Mathemat.ics.

Some basic facts.
Erdos Pal (or Paul Erdos, in English) was born on March 26, 1913. Both his parents were mathematics teachers. He
has received the Cole prize and the Wolf Prize, honorary degrees from 15 universities and was member of 7 Academies.
He was co-author of several mathematics books of great. impact.
All the obituaries will doutless say that Erdos published around 1500 mathematical papers collaborating with about
450 co-authors. For me these facts do not really mean that much: there are quite a few giants amongst mathematicians
with many dozens of papers. What really matters for me is his u11believable impact on Mathematics.
Instead of commenting upon the unusually high number of co-authors, I would definitely prefer to emphasise his
unbelievable impact on Mathematics all over the world. The way he spoke to young gifted mathematicians was also
a characteristic feature of Erdos . He helped young talented mathematicians in various ways.
Erdifa was a child prodigy. Yet, I would emphasize here that he became a Grown-l.::-p-Prodigy. Sometimes one says
that Hilbert was the last polyhistor in mathematics. The age of those mathematicians who deeply understand and
(even more surprisingly) deeply influence several fields in mathematics has gone. Erdos was definitely onf' of the last
of this kind. He (often in joint works with friends, co-authors) opened completely new branches of ma.thematics,
literally becoming the father of many branches of today's mathematics.

Paul Turan on Paul Erdos
On Erdos' 50t,h birthday, Paul Turin, [9] one of his closest friends wrote a survey of Paul's mathematical achievements.
Tura11 wrote: "his works published so far relat.,, roughly to the following topics: Numher Theory, Probability Theor�'
and
Theory, Graph
and
combinatorics, Constructive
of functions. Set theorv
and se!-thenretical
of series, Theory of analytic fonctions,
He also wrot.e:
0
' • • • Bnt io write
that
hi$ work a.ud influence is
ha.s been made
hard to separnt,c from his mathematical
indicated
the fact that ht' lrn.-;;
papt,rs
with more thil.n 90 co,i.u!.lwrn frm.n four continenti,.
with his
In a certain sense he j,, an occidt:ntal
ilnd
a
an(1
in the number of p11.pen1 ,i.nd
fhese lines were written more r.hau :30 yea.rs ago. H. 1s
to see the
coauthorfi. , .
lf someone asked me what I think was the most important fea.t.ure of Paul Erdos' mathematics, l would find it
tl1e
difficnh to an;,wer. I would
roh, of Panl in mriom, :rn blidds of Number
c:ombinato:fa!

H

ABOUT HIS MATHEMATICS
It i& impoi;,sibie to de.scribe Paul's mathemat.ics in a few pages: several survey papers appeared on the occasion of his
80th birthday and fnrth,·r ones are planned t.o be publis1ied now. Here l mention only a few, [J], [2]. [7], a.nd furth,,r,
I wann!y recommend the paper of 1\min [9] and a paper of Erd6s himself, p], or my paper of his exl,H'Hial graph
theory, [8J, One could also karn a lot a.bout his ma.thematics (primarily, of his combinatorics) from his Selected
\Vritings, [4}.

Erdos was a. mathemat.iciau primarily interest(!d in "'concrete problems" He ... in my view -- never decided to build
mathematical theories. Yet he had a strange relation to ma.thematics, which was formulated by Andra..; Hajnal as
';Erd.Os ,vishes to ha.v e a cotup!ete list of theorems.�� First sorne atypicaJ question occurred in his rnind, a conjectnre 1
then he proved it, aud then he started va.rying it, asking more and more new questions. proving more and more
tlieorems. Finall.v he ended up with a whole new, fascina.ting mathematical theory.

Number Theory
Erdos was very much interested in the distribution of primes. One of his first results was an elementary and fairly
simple proof of Chebyshev's theorem on the existence of a prime between n and 2n for all n. As we know, many
questions in Number Theory are fairly ea.sy to formulate and extremely difficult to prove. Almost no definitions are
needed to explain them and yet one has to study for years to understand the solutions (if they exist at all).
Gauss conjectured that, the number of primes in [2, n], denoted by 1r(x ), is asymptotically n/ log n. This is equivalent
to that if p ,. is the nth prime, theu
Pn

= n log n + o(n log n).

(1)

The sta.ndard proofs of this fact use analytical properties of the Riemann (-function defined by

((s)

=

L
,1;;21

It had been assumed that no elementary proof of (1) could be given, where elementary means fairly complicated but
not using analytical properties of ((s), It was a great surprise and an astonishing breakthrough when Erdos and
Sdherg (using the Selberg sieve) proved ( l) in a completely elementary way.
Erdos was one of those who initiated i.nvestiga.t.ious on the random-like behaviour of number theoretical functiot1s.
Th,, conference he would have visited in the last week of September was just on this topic.

Interpolation Theory
The theory of interpolation was aiso among the favourite topics of Paul. Yet the explanation of his results would go
much beyond our scope. These results try to da.rify basic problems in the behaviour of Lagrange interpolation with
various systenu, of nodes. Here I would emphasize only his joint paper ,vith Tnran [5] and formulate his theorem with
VE'rtesi [6]:
Giveu any syi;!em of nodes in [O,

Random

1.2

;,hen one can find a ccmtimwus function f E

1] for whJch the

Probability Theory
People kaow 1,hat Erdos is one of the fathers of nsing randomized construct.ions in Combinatorics, that he is one of the
creators or the Theory of Random Graph;;. Perha.ps it is less well-known that he ·derived many results i11 probability
t.hcory as well. He generalized some results of Khintchin and Kolmogorov, and of Paul Levy, on the distribution on
the number of differences of the numbers of Heads and Tails in a random coin-tossing (iterated loga.rithm). In some
of his papers with Mark Kac he proved some new t.ypes of central limit theorems (arcsin law). Their proofs also
played an important role in the creation of the "invariance principle'' irr probability theory. Some of ErdiSs' result1:<
concern Brownian Motion.
Combinatorial Geometry
One of Erdos' favourite problems in combinatorial geometry was on the distance distribution:
Assnme that we have n points, Pi, ... , Pn , in the plane. F ix a positive number, d, and provide sharp estimates o n
the number o f occurrences of this distance: o n the number o f P,Pj =d . Erdr)s conjectured that among n points the

distanced can occur at most n o{l) times. In case of an appropriately scaled square grid the number of unit distances
° 1
4 3
is n ( ) and the conjecture says that this is the most one can have. Today the best estimate is n / •
The earlier problems are fairly natural for most mathematicians. Not so t.his last one: it was typical of Erd£1s to
ask questions which surprised the others, seemed to be atypical, slightly awkward but later turned out to be just
the right. ones. Not too many mathematicians would ask these questions. Erdos had a very original wa.y of posing
unsolved problems, conjecturing completely new types of mathematical phenomena.
Combinatorial Set Theory
Assume we have a set, S of some given cardinality m. Assume we colour the pairs of 8 by two colours, say, red and
blue. How large a monochromatic complete graph must occur in every such 2-colouring? This is an infinite Ramsey
problem, just indicating a large and important field of infinite combinatorics. Such questions were first. investigated
by Erdos and Ra.do, and also by Hajnal, and there is an extensive book on the topic, written by Erdos, Hajnal,
and Rado. It seems to be strange at the first glance that infinite combinatorial problems are sometimes much easier
to solve than the corresponding finite ones. Further, they quite often lead to 1rndeddable problems. Here l should
mention that Erdos did not care that much for consistency results: his approach seemed to be as if a geometer knows
that the Bolyai-Lobad1evski geometry is as consistent as the Euclidean, yet tacitly believes that the Encli<lean is the
right description of the world.

Mate

ERDOS, THE MAN
Erdos was a very friendly person. When he met sornebody he had never seen before he would start asking questions
about i",he other's field of interest immediately and in a style which suggested tha.l; they had heen friends for ages.
Erdi..\s was many ;;ided wit}1 a wide knowledge of politics. history, medicine and many othn things. He liked discussing
these
He liked Bach and '.fozart.
He liked reading b ooks on various topics. Sometimes, entering my room he picked up a book, read a few pages from
it, a.0<ked if he might borrow t.he book and then sent ba.ck the book
mail from sorne oi.her part of the world.
You coald discus"
on the
or ihe newest medicines
liierature with him over t.he dirrner

h,v,e a ckb,:i.i.e about. t.he ar.nent Greeks. ()f c,.,urne,
markeL Or one could dnve him home and while
n11t. of the hlu,, . he st<1rte,l
maUiemat.icai questions .

.. ,..,..,""'" ,1ft':'r his mot.h,,r died. One conld s,ty he became a wor\dwiic \i\lithin haJf a year he los! scver;;J
ht2··c�a1c thin.
tahh:···ienni� a
but not nkL But �?'kl;;:�J.i �ft.er t.h}s h(l. nd L..kr:d
t::ible--tf:.nnis ivas souH::-v1,'h�it a.{iVkW<'J.td !."tnt vers succesEfu!.

r:.�y<:::s 'r/(-:re ·:,veak but
g,;.1.,rne(,)., 2u1<.i aJso

a.be w,J.s n,ry

a.t

du,s� aml Go. Jk: l.iki�<l

m,,t.h,:,m:;i.ici,rn who had li.nished
for hi.m.

adding that he, Erdos , would pay his salary. Everybody was surprised at this idea aud felt somewhat uneasy (all
of us were paid by the state), but finally t,he central office of t,he Aca:demy decided to grant an extra position to the
Mathematical Institute). This young mathematician is today a successful researcher.
In the early hours of the morning, around 4am, September 20. 1996, Pau.l Erdos phoned t.he lobby of the hotel and
told t.!1e receptionist that he had probably had a heart attack. Au ambulance took him. immediately to the ho!<pit.al.
Around apm he had a second, much more serious heart attack and this one killed him. It i,- a ,;ad fact that we
mathemat.ieians only learned about this after his death.
A Giant: has left and we will miss him very much.

:Mikl6s Simonovits
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GENERAL ORIENTATIONS AND DECISIONS
AFTER THE COUNCIL AND THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Budapegt (Hungary) July, 1996

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
The EMS exists through its actions, which should be idmtified a.s distinct from those of national societ.ies. Althougl1
Europe presents so many various a.spects, mathematics are more united t.han ever.
Om· of the main activities has been the creation and development of the server EMIS (European Mathematical
1nformation Service), to be seen on the \Veb at http://www.emis.de with 14 other mirrors throughout the world.
One of the projects of the Society is the "Diderot Mathematical Forum:s''. The first one has been held on 24.-·25
September 1996 in Zurich, London and Moscow: the subject was "mathematics and finance" (see the report in the
Newsletter).
Act.ions towards young people are very important: therefore, a programme of Summer Schools has been established.
The first one in the series in pure mathematics was held in Hungary in July 1996, the first one in the applied series
has been held in Russia in July 1996. The server will include a job bulletin board which should be a great help for
young mathematicians.
Publicity for the Society is vital: the Newsletter has been very successfuI; the brochure has come out and is available
for corporate members and congresses; systematic contacts with journalists throughout Europe will be developed.
There is a grim outlook for mathematics in many countries: positions are reduced, short-term policies of governments
are contrary to mathematics. The importance of basic research and teaching of mathematics has to be stressed;
therefore cooperation with other bodies has to be developed in more depth.
The EMS has three major projects:
o An e.r,tension of the Zeritra/blatt Jiir i'l.fathematik into a European database
The ZBL is a joint project of the Heidelberg Academy and the Fachinformationszentrum; it is based in Karlsruhe
and has an office in Berlin where the entries in the database are produced. Springer-Verlag prints the paper version
and distributes the CD-rom version. The scheme would be to transfer the scientific responsibility of the data base to
the EMS, and to decentralise production to many countries in Europe. The first step already taken in this direction is
the cooperation which has started between the Zentralblat.t and the Cellule de Documentation Mathematique based
at Institut Fourier (Grenoble), a structure supported by the French Ministry of Education and the CNRS. Having
I.he Zentralhlatt fiir Mathematik recognis!�d by the European Commission as a "large facility" for Mathematics would
be a major step in securing a strong foundation for the data base.
o Recognition at the European level
In the Fburth Framework Programme of the European Union, mathematics are only present in th(' Training and
Mobility for Researchers Programme. The EU Fifth Framework Programme is being discussed at the political level
and will start in 1998. H has to he influenced to haV<,· mat.hematics properly recognised. Efforts are made to have a
programme on Mathematical Modelisation t.o be taken into consideration. This can be ,u:hieved only in cooperation
with other societies, and research centres, private companies etc., t.o present some material at the EU level. The
structure that. is being put into place in this direction shouid be as informal as possible: the form of a dub seems the
most appropriate.
o Pr•5$$ Agency
Efforts are made to creat<' a Mathematical Press Agency. lt would collect. ma.terial from national newsletters and
scientific newspapers in Europe.
dissemina.tc it both to tnathematiciami and to

REPORT OF THE TREASURER
The 'Tiea.surer
th':1 a.cconnts for the yea.r� 1994 and
were .f7' corporate rne.rnbers, cl -vvhich :3�3 h.ad.
th.cir m.,.. ,a-,,...,.,a·
wa.iver
thr.: Executive (;omrnit.k(' in accon:hrnce with llulf 29.
tJ1,:·
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lhe fee. hi
,.
H:cs,
.A.fJe:r
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l I cmp,:irnte members had
nc\'f'l
thelr
because tht' inftJrne (·onst&tB
discm,,i::rn l lH: Coum:i.l

as the cost. is not very high. The posRibility of mailing the N,,wslet.ter to all mathematics departments .in Europe
should be taken into consideration (with or without subscription price).

The Council agref,d that the sub,,cript.iou unit foe 1· should he 315 Ecns and that the subscription unit fee y should
be 15 Ecus for 1997 and 1998.

PUBLICATIONS
JEMS (Journal of the European Mathematical Society)

The journal of the Society, JEMS, pt1blished by Springer-Verlag, wiil have a. paper version, then will be available
after two or three years in electronic form, free. J. Jost. has been appointed as th<c Editor-in-Chief; in addition, the.re
will be four or five main editors and a larger editorial board. The journal is to be of a general nature.
Multilingual Newsletter
Following discussions wit.h DMV and SMF, a versiou for the suggested multilingual Newsletter is contemplated. The
Newsletter should contain articks from Newsletters of nationaJ soc:ieties when they are of wide interest and they
could be published in the national language as well as an English translation. A pilot issue could he prepared with
DMV. SMF and EMS. aft.er consultations with the other EMS member societies. As to the distribution, the member
societies would be asked, if they are willing, to sha.re the printing and mailing costs. It was also suggested to make
the pilot Newsletter a.<; a special issne of the EMS Newsletter.

ECM (European Congress of Mathematics)
ECM3 in 2000
Four sites had applied: Bar,;;elona, Copenhagen, Sussex and Torino. The Executive Committee had put in place
a very thorough process to prepare the decision on the site, with site visits by a subcommittee. The Executive
Committee acknowledged that all four candidate sites were able to provide adequate facilities and proposed Sussex
as the site of ECM:3. After discussion, the Council selected Barcelona as the site for the Congress in the year 2000.
ECM4 in 2004
The timetable for the Congress 2004 selection was agreed. The bids should reach the Secretariat by December 31,
1998.

CORPORATE MEMBF;RS
The Mathematical Society of Latvia and the Ural Mathematical Society were accepted as corporate members in
Class 1. The lnstitut.e of Mathematics of the Academy of Sciences of Moldova and the lnstitut Non-Linea.ire de Nice
Wfsre accepted as institutional members.
The Council decided to terminate the membership of the Union of Societies of Mathematicians. Physicists and
Astronomers of Yugoslavia on I.he basis on non-payment of fees. The Council decided that the Mathematical Society
of Spain is not a memher of the E11rnpeau Mathematical Society because il had never paid the fees, had never been
present at meetings a.nd nevi:r o:fficially announced that it had accepted the membership of EMS.

ELECTIONS TO EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
There were vacancies on the Executive Committee for 'the period 1997· 2000 for one seat of V ice-President and four
seat.s for ordinary members, to .replace L. Marki, E. Bayer-Fluckiger, t Labouriau, A. Pelczar and V.A. Soiouuikov.
Of these, E. Bayer-Fluckiger and L. Marki were not eligible for re-election.
Bod.ii Brauner, Rolf Jeltsch, Marta Sanz-Sole. Andrezj Pelczar (Vice-President) and Anatoiy Vershik were duly
declared elected to the Exernlive Committee for the period 1997-'..!000.
Mireille Chaleyat-Maurel

PREPARATION OF THE FIFTH FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME FOR
RESEARCH AND DEVELOP MENT
The programmes of the En ropean Union supporting research are established every fourth year as result of a
sophisticated exercise involving aH components of the European Union and whose preparation extends over a :!
year period.
The Fifth Framework Programme for .Research and Development j;; presently being prepared and will start. in 1999.
A.l! bodif'S playing a role in European science policy have already expre,-sed t.!wir views on how the present Fourth
Framework Programme is running and on possible guidelines for the new programme. Some of th<?m are conneded
with the Commission (e.g., the Commission itself, but also the European Science and Technology Assembly, ESTA,
and the Industrial Res(·arch and Development Advisory Committee, lRDAC), others are independent from it, such
as the European Science Foundation (which is based in Strasbourg and also involves countries out.side the European
Union such as Hungary) and of course the Ministeries in charge of research in each of the EU countries.
The least to say is that the perspectives which have been drawn so far are not. especially encouraging from the point
of view of mathematicians. [ndeed a strong emphasis has been put on short-term returns for the future programmes.
and on the need to increase the role of industrial partners in the fine--tuning of ALL programmes.
Luc Lemaire, as EMS Liaison Officer with the European Union, has prepared a draft document that has been discussed
at the Executive Meeting held in October in Cambridge. A position paper by the European Mathematical Society,
now available on the EMIS server, has resulted from these discussions. Hereafter, you will find the table of contents
and the executive summary of this document.
Table of conte11ts

1. Research in European society : General Arguments
1.1 .Fundamental Research and Targeted Research
1. la) Training and Research
1.1b) How to get competitive
Llc) Basic Research and pay-offs
1.2 Applied Research and Industrial Research
l.2a) Emergenct, of New markets
L2h) Social needs
2. Analysis of the Third and Fourth Framework Programmes
2.1 The Human Capital and Mobility and the Training and Mobility for Researchers Programmes
2.2 International Cooperation
::!. The Role of Mathematicians Today and Tomorrow
J.1 Charncteristic features of Mathematics
1.2 Ma.thematics in the EU Programmes
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:1) a mathematicirm in the panel of the Largt: Facilities component of the TA{R prognimme be included in order that
applications hy mathematical institutions be properly discussed; matl,ematicians have indeed the use of specific large
facilities, e.g., widespread electronic data hases or libraries, or federative post-doctoral structures;
4 i i·oom bt. made for more lon,q-term concern.� in targdted progmmmeB, e.g., by supporting generic horizonla.l programmes
or by i11troducing a long term component in specific projects; along this line, (, progr1.mmH' on Afoth,mwtical
:tfoddisalion 8hould be created with t.he aim o{ bririging closer .more ,:;pecific applications;
::.) a rrwthemr1licnl cm11pornmt bi:, ·re-introduced m prngiwmnu·s dtvotcd to international co-o])f:ration in order to take into
account t.hc presence of centres of <':Xcellence in countries looking for partners at the European level.
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DIDEROT MATHEMATICAL FORUM
A cycle of conferences, called the "Diderot Mathematical Forum'', will feature two conferences a year t.o take
place simultan;;onsly in three Europeau cities exchanging information by telecommunication. Their programmes will
,1ddress thn:.·e diffen·nt aspects of ).,fathemat.ic;;: fundamentals, applications and its relation to society (e.g., ethical
and epistemological dimensions).

FIRST DIDEROT MATHEMATICAL FORUM
MATHEMATICS AND FINANCE
LOJ\;DON, MOSCOW, ZURICH
Septemher 24-25. 1996
The fir;,t Did,·rot i\fathematical Forum has been held in London, Moscow and Ziirich on the subject of rvfathematics
and Finance.
The London, Moscow, Zurich triangle was appropriate for this forum. All three cities are centres of research
in probability theory, the mathematical discipline most closely associated with financial mathematics. London is
Europe's leading financial centre, Ziirich is the home of Switzerland's powerful banking sector and Moscow is t.he
capital of a conui.ry in rapid transition towards a market based economy,
The three meetings went extremdy well. The lectures were very diverse, substantial and of high quality. The audience
of academics and practitioners was very attentive and interested, debating each topic.
Some steps ha.ve been made towards establishing the v.i<leo-link: the discussions between London and Ziirich wPre
videotaped in advance and seut to the other sites but direct communication links between the three cities were not,
possible in spite of great last-minute efforts in each city.
LONDON: Organisers: Dr Mark DAVIS ( Tt,kyo-Mit.subishi International) and Professor Terry LYONS { lmperia.l
College, Londres)
Tuesday September 24 1996, 2.00pm - 7.30pm
Two hundred participants at.tended the forum which comprised five short lect.ures with questions followed by a more
general panel discussion. Talks were given by leading practitioners and acadf'mics and concentrated on the problems
faced by mathematicians v,ithiu the financial industry toget.her with specific areas of mathematics i.e. stochastic
analysis, statistics and numerical analysis.
Lectures
Professor Chris Rogers (Bath University)
Just what is the Black and Scholes Formula?
Dr Riccardo Rebonato (Director, Head of Research, European exotic interest rat.e derivatives book, BZW)
Interest rates, are they infinite dimensional processes?
Dr Sam Howison (Oxford)
Beyond the Black Scholes paradigm; bubbles, crashes and non-linear forecasting.
Dr Lane Hughston (Director, Head of Research, Fixed income division, Merrill Lynch. London)
Foreign exchange rates complicate the issues
Professor Michaei Dempster (Professor of Finance and Management Science, Cambridge University)
H. i1, worthies.� if you cannot co.mpufr:
'fhe P:rn.d Discus1:>ion <'Tl ahled
a.nd academia.

to intera.f·t �,,ith experts from !.be financial industry,

t.he press
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R�issian
MOSCOW'. Pr,)frn,mr AJb,::rr, SHIRYAEV ( Steklov Ma01emat.ical
of
, Professor
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One hundred and ,:ighty participants attended the two days of the Forum. The choice of the progra.mme (survey

lectures without too much complicated mathematics) was made to take account of the varying backgrounds of the

audience.

Lecturos
Professor Albert Shiryaev
Financial Mathematics

I. Basic corn.:epts, structures, tools, aims a.nd problt·ms. II. Models of d:vnamics of financial marketos for :<ecurities,

ral.es of exchange, fina:i1cial indexes.
absence of arbitrage possibilitie;;.

lIJ. Statistical analysis of financial indexes.

TV. Financial market under the

Professor A.. Mdnikov

Financial cakulations and tools in complete markets

L Options. Problems of pricing aml hedging of European and American options. II. Forwards and futures contracts.
III. Bonds.
Professor D. Kramkov

Financial calculations and tools in incomplete markets

I. Illustration of bas.ic principles of pricing and hedging of con1ingent claim;; in incomplete markets for Black-ScholE>s
model with stochastic volatility.

Il. Dual characterizations in incomplete markets.

"super" hedging. Risk-minimizing hedging. Hedging as an opt.imal investment.

III. General methodology of

For more informations:

root(Q)shiryaev .msk.ru
ZURICH: Professor Ole BARNDORFF-NIELSEN ( Aarhus), Professor Paul EMBRECHTS (ETff) and Dr Rudiger

FREY (ETH)

September 24-25 1996
This meeting was one in the series of Latsis Conferences and was organised under the auspices of the ISI and Bernoulli

Society.

One hundred participants attended the conference whose purpose was to consider, in broad terms, the present, and

possible future, character of financial mat,hematics and insurance both as scientific fields in their own right and as

concerning their role in Society. The programme was structured to consist of a number of key-note talks, more
specialised papers and several extensive discussions sessions.
Lectures
Professor Hans Biihlrnann (ETH)

On value in Insurance and Finance

Professor Hans Follmer (Berlin)

Interactions between Finance and Probability

Professor Neil Shephard (Oxford)

Interactions between Finance and Statistics

Professor Ragnard Norberg (Copenhague)

After Black-Scholes: W hat is Insurance'?

Professor David Heath (Cornell)

A characterization of measures of risk

Professor Stewart Hodges (Warwick)

New models ol sec11riiy price procesi,\eS

Dr Richard Olsen (Olsen and Associates)
Views from tbe Frontier

Mon: than four hundred Swi.s s

Hans Follmer (Berlin)

stucl<::nts and theii teachers fo,t.eue<l to ,u,
011

von Boeernenkurl:len und
For more informations:

J

thP.

Conference Secretary; Mrs G. Ba te,,

teI. +411 6:l;: 3400

baltes@n1ath.etbz.ch

audience talk

gq;en den 7,ufaH oder wildeN Wet.t.rn? Zn:r Matl,ematik

REPORT ON THE PRAGUE MATHEMATICAL CONFERENCE
Prague, 8 - 12 July 1996
The ;1.fat.hematical Inst.itute of the Academy of Sciences, the Faculty of Mathematics and Physics of the Charles
University, the Institute of Computer Science of the Academy of Sciences and the Union of Czech .Mathematicians
a!ld Physicists, in cooperation with the Pat.ri,te Fonndation, organized the Prague Matherrrntical Conference which
ran from July 8--12; 1996.
The aim of the Conference was to bring together people from different disciplines who work in the fields of ordinary
and partial differential equations, linear algebra, and functional analysis and people interested in th,· numerical
treatment of problems from these fields and their applications.
Altogether about .140 scientists took part in the Conference. The scientific and social programmes were accomplished
successfuUy. Invited lectures were given in honour of Professor Ivo Babuska, Professor Miroslav Fiedler, Professor
Jaros!av Kurzweil, and Professor Vlastimil Ptak, who had laid the foundations of several branches of modern
mathematics, on the occasion of their iOth birthdays.
lvo Babuska, after graduating from the Czech Technical University in Prague, studied mathematics and worked
at the Mathematical Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences. He was appointed Professor at Charles
University in Prague in 1968 and from 1968 to 1995 he was Professor at the University of Maryland in College Park
(U.S.A.). Since 1995 he has been a Chair Professor at the University of Texas at Austin (U.S.A.). His scientific work is
focused on applied and numerical mathematics and computational mechanics. His results in the finite element method
have become fundamental. He established the journal Applications of Mathematics (formerly Aplikace matematiky)
in 1956. For his work, he received, among others, the Czechoslovak State Prize (1968), Medal of the Czech Society
for Mechanics (1993), G. Birkhoff Prize (AMS - SIAM, 1994) and the J. von Neumann Medal (U.S. Association of
Computational Mechanics, 1995).
Miroslav Fiedler graduated from Charles University in Prague and then took a position at the Mathematical
Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences. He was appointed Professor at Charles University in 1964. His
principal scientific results belong t.o the theory of matrices. In particular, he was interested i.n positive semidefinite
matrices, M-matrices and Hankel matrices, A survey of his lifetime work would reveal his efforts in elucidating the
common general principles of linear algebra, combinatorics and graph theory, and geometry. He is the author of
two monographs. For many years he has been the edit.or-in-chief of the Czechoslovak Mathematical Journal and the
editor of Linear Algebra and A.ppl.ications. Mathematica Slovaca, and Numerische Mathematik. In 1993 he received
the H. Schn,�ider Prize from the International Linear Algebra Society. He has served several terms as chairman of
the Czechoslovak (now Czech) National Committee for Mathematics.
Jaroslav Kurzweil studied mathematics at Charles University in Prague and then in Poznan (Poland) with
Professor Orlicz. He sta.rted his scientific career at the Mathematical Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of
Sciences in functional anaJysi,: and metrical tlieory of Diophantine approxjmations, Howev<�r, the fields of mathematics
in which lie has achie\'ed his greatest successes are Ihe theory of ordinary diffcreutial equations (sta.hil.ity and control
thenry) ,rnd t.he theory of integration. His concept of the genera.Ii.zed differential equation wa.s based on a new,
R.inn;rnn-type definition of the Perron integral, now usna.Hy called the Kurzweil-Henstock integral. He is also deeply
illvolved in probk:ms of m.ath;:matka.l education not only at university level (where he wrot.e a mouographic textbook
on OJ)
bnt also ,it
,u1d
level.
and Ka!Hov
Vl.a.stim.ll Ptak
where his teachers inchi.ded
in 1949 from Charles
of Sdences. H,: bo:Gtme Frofossot i,1 1966. Besides
1h: sta..rted his work at the M,u lw,na.tical lusti! ,1 ise of l he
a.nd opt:,::ra.tor
functir:n t:ii
invuiVes linear
Vlhi.ch h:a.s l.H.::-e:n his rn.ain fie!d. of inteiest.. his s(jenti.h(:
c:ontinuou& hnt(:tions�
ccn1trihntio:ns to , '"'.iosed
th>:·(:itt�rns
P:ht.k spa,ce�\ 1�:xtensions of
of the
Herrnib,..i.:n
and t.:t..Hf'te.rgencf. of itcrativ�� rn-ncf..:}.mes. I{e raid do\lvn tbc J.'undarnentaJs (1f tJ:H·:
critic,d exponf·nt and of n,:;,1idiscrel.e rn.duc1ion He has been an i.n!l.iator of ,cvernl interm,tiomd
author of two
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Preliminary report on the
EMS Summer Schools I.
Algebraic Geometry

29 1 1, .July -- 0 1 1< Au�ust 1996, Eger, Hungary
Ge1wral connuents
The instructional part of the summer school was really excellent. Each of the lecture serie1, ga.ve deep insight into an
area of Algebraic Geometry, assuming the level of knowledgt, on the announced level. Proceedings will be prepared,
which should be of general intere;::t.
The tutorials could only partially serve their purpose (see below), but they proved to be useful in many cases. The
six tul,ors prepa.red thoroughly; the difficulties arose from defining thE• purpose of the tutorials.
There were 6.5 students (see the attached list), 12 studying in the European Union, 4 in the USA, 28 coming from
Central-- and Eastern-Europe, and 21 coming from Hungary. The students came from 10 countries of Europe from
Russia to Portugal - in this sense it was trnly a European meeting. Most of the students stayed for the whole two
weeks.
The main problem was housing. At the last moment we had to iind an altenative Student Hostel to the one we had
hooked, and the replacement was unfortunately of very low quality.
Altogether, I think the Summer School served its purpose:
students could learn from emminent researchers in the :field; Europe's young mathematicians could get to know each
other, and realise the great benefit from working with European collegues.
I would like to thank the EMS Council for accepting th_is event as the first EMS Summer School, and especially Jean
Pierre Bourguignon for working so hard on getting ESF support. The ideas of Ja.nos Kollar, the programme organiser,
made this summer school fruitful. Special thanks are due to each lecturer, Alberto Conte (Torino), Janos Kollar (Salt
Lake City), Andras Nemethi (Ohio), Bernard Teissier (Paris), and t.o each tutor, Evelia Garcia Barroso (Paris),
Marina Marchisio (Torino), Gabor Megyesi (Cambridge), Patrie Popescu-Pampu (Paris), Karen Smith (MIT), Endre
Szabo (Bayreuth, Budapest). In addition, without the help of various pepople at the Mathematical Institute and in
Eger the Summer School would not have taken place.
Formal Procendings
Lecture series
The summer school covered a great part in Algebraic Geometry. Most. of the students came for a specific iecture
series, whose topic was dose to her/his interest, but found interesting also some of the other talks.
Each lecturer was very well prepared and organized, and led the students to the problems of current, research interest.
They also tried to illustrate the importance of the technics used. The short abstracts are att.ached. The lecture series
given by Janos Kollar on rationality was the highlight of the Summer School - he was also the most successful in
getting the students working 011!. the <'Xerdses.
Tutorials
Basically fo1Jr iype o-f tutorials took place:
(1) Homework problems related to the lectures
(2) Dicussing in more detail some phenomenon mentioned in the lectures
(3) Some application;; of the machi11 ary presented in the lecturers
Additional informations, in a k,cture format
'f"'he u{:Xira lecture?} forni:1t Hccrned to bt:-:· k·s� sui"C�:'\.fnL I'here v;�t'Ie 0.0111(:: vt-ry n.sefu! tutor.i:tJs 1ll hich gaxc: fH:'V<-'
either by
a ht·autiful ilh,si.rath:m of tlw
from the
and stimulate them In work on
il.$ hard to find the
h1 toriai;; wei:1c
1 he t1rtorL1ls wa.s nr,11.:
d.iscn:$sion$ 'y\rit,h t!1e ,�tudt:�nts,

k<'.t.ureu,. In
o1. t.h(� in tors
. Chi tlie nthe.r hand, t.hr

as to find

the stndent ho;�t.el WAS
:\ n,isi:alc on l he par! of i h<-'.

admiuisLrntion of tht, host College in Egn foru·d ns to move out from the student ho;;tcl on the Ca.mpus which l had
bookrcd a yea.r ago.
Vlie bad d,ti!y breakfast. and lunch on working days on t.he n1.mpus. l lltiuk it i., good idea t.o k('ep part.icipants
together.
T he compkmenia.ry social programme ;;c:,•m<·d t.o be popular and hclp('d 1is to get to know each 01.ht0·r.
Almost final Budget
Support
20 OOO
ES F
FMS
1000
Soros foundaticm 1300
780
O.MFB
Total

ECF
EU;
ECU
ECU

24 080 ECU

Expenses
T he budget is still not complete. It depends slightly on exchange rates. and the bills for copying, phom· calls, etc.
l1ave not arrived yet.
Travel:
Central- East. - European students
students from European Union
Lecturers + Tutors

3800 ECV
450 ECU
:rnoo ECU

Total

7250 ECU

Daily Allowance:
Students
Lect.urers
Total
Daily breakfast
Roon1:

+

+

1 '..!40 ECC
Tutors 670 ECU
1910 ECU

lunch: 2330 ECU
5180 ECl:
students + tutors
Lecturer" + J - P Bourguignon 640 ECU
5820 ECT

Tota]
Lecture rooms: 520 !.:CT:
Prograins:

510 ECU
Reception
150 ECC
Organising dinner
so ECC
Orp,an concert
Excursion to Agf!;lelek 450 ECV
Total

1 >HJ E(� (J
50 ECG
Copying -t print
,e.pprox.

approx. 1000 ECU

moo E:Cl.J

1080 EC!T
190 ECC1
11.10 ECU

------------·------Additional expenses (phone, money handling, et.c): approx. 2700 ECU
Suggest.ious for future EMS Snmmer Schools
l. Choosing Central Europe 11;: the !oc<ttion was very helpful in getting more i;tndent& from Ceut.ral and Eastern
1;:urope. This way the ,;upporl. to be given to them. and also t.he orga.nisational cxpeu:;:es, could be kept on a
n·asonably low le\'d. In rt::'t.rospect., many of the problems could have bPen overcome with more careful organisa!.ion.
In our case, 1he rea::;on behind ma11y of our problems was that t.hi1< was the first confr,rence I ever organised. I would
suggest. an alternation betweni ""t:asf' ,rnd "\Vest".
2. Advertising · much emphasis should be put on that. Especia.lly gett.ing suitable a.rlvertising on the "Electronic
ir\lorld�, hut also the schools aronnd Europe of the cho,;en topic ,;hould be notified by e-mail, lea.f!.et or persona!
cont.ads.
3. Two ledur<' series in the mornings and tutorials in the aJtnnoon;; seemed to work well. There should be no
additional talks.
4. Proceedings of these Summer Schools should be very useful for the larger mathematical community.
5. Two weeks is a suitable length for a summer school. When possible, it would be preferable if the two parallel
series were coordinated.
6. For each lecture (and possibly for each tutorial), a student should be nominated to take notes.
We did not really do that, but it seems to be equally beneficial both for the students and the proceedings.
7. The tutorials should be also well organised. It would be be useful to give exercises in the lectures, and some of
the tutorials should be used to discuss them.
8. Tutorials should be given to more or less homogeneous "subgroups" of students.
9. The luncl1 break should be approximately 3 hours; we had only 2 hours, and was insufficient for example for
thinking about exercises.

·---------·�---------Participants of the

EMS Summer Schools I
Algebraic Geometry

29 July

N a.nw, e-n1ail
Pham
Anh, anh{lm1ath-inst.lrn
Tamas Antal, antah<1lemma.vma.bme.hu
Marian Aprodu, ma.raprodu,l'Jiimar.ro
D.A. Arinkin, vaksrnan{i!ilt.kharkov.ua
Jbzsef Ba.logh, jobal@sol.cc.u-szeged.hu
Mugurel Barcau, mbarcau@imar.ro
Jozsef Benes, bencsCQJsol.cc.n-szeged.hu
Kornel Bert.6k, korne](Qlnovell.ohsh.u-szeged.hu
Andras Bfr1S, biroand,gJ udens.elte.hu
Viktor Bodi, bodibela•@tigris.klte.hu
Jean-Pierre Bourguiguon, sme@ihes.fr
Karoly Boroczky, carlos@math-inst.hu
Mire! Caibar, mirel@maths.warwick.ac.uk
.Elena Chelt.sova. ivan@cheltsov.msk.ru
Ivan Cheltsov. ivan@d1eltsov.msk.ru
Dimitry Cherkashin, cherkasMJlredline.ru
Alberto Conte, conteC9ldm.unito.edu
.Marius Crainic, crainic@sci.kun.nl
Marianna Csornyei, csornyei(Qlcs.elte.hu
Slawomir Cynk, cynk@irn.uj.edu.pl
Deac Dacina, csvarga(Q!cs.ubbcluj.ro
Matya.s Domokos, domokos!Q!math-inst.hu
Stephan Endrass, endrass@mi.uni-crlangcn.de
Igor Fedorov, ivan!Q!cheltsov.msk.ru
Vladimir Fedorov, fedorov,�1math.utah.edu
Michael Fryers, mjflN'ilcam.ac.uk
Evelia Garcia Barroso,
egarcia@ull.e;,, barroso'Kildmi.ens.fr
Mikhail Grinenko, grinenko@nw.math.msu.su
Gergely Harem;, harcoslQHudens.clt.e.hu
Tamas Hansel, th202:@cus.cam.ac.uk
Mihai Halic, Mihai.Halic@uji�grenoble.fr
Sandor Horva.t.h. shorvath,�.Helix.uttgm.ro
Antal Jami, jaraia@cs.elte.hu
Zbigniew Jelonck, jelonekl;Vim.uj.edu.pl
Laszlo Karp, karp@ludens.elt.e.hu
Ja.n os Kollar, kollarff!rnatb utah.edn
Piotr
kalex(g,cs.elte.hu

9 August 1996, Eger (Hungary)

Adrian Langer, alan@mimuw.edu.pl
S.A. Lysenko, vaksman,thlt.kharkov.ua
Marina Marchisio, ma.rchisio,Q!dm.unito.it
Richard Mayer, rmayer@math.utah.edu
Gabor Megy(,si, G.M.egyesi!O!pmms.cam.ac.uk
Balazs Mont.agh. montagh,(ks.elte.hu
Christophe Mourougane,
Christophe.Mourougane@puccini. ujf-grenoble.fr
Orlando Neto, orlando<Kiiptmat..lmc.fc.ul..pt
Andras Nemet.hi, nemethi{iimath.ntah.edu
Tibor Odor, odor@math-inst.hu
Mihai Paun, Mihai.Paun@ujf-grenohle.fr
Ambrus Pal, l 00324.457@compuserve.com
Gabor Pete, h432427@stud.u-szeged.hu
Roberto Pignatelli, pignalel@dm.unipi.it
Corne! Pintea, csvarga\@cs.ubbcluj.ro
Jens Piontkowski,
piontkowski(Qlmx.cs.uni-duesseldorf.de
M
. ilrnea Popa, pmihnea19limar.ro
Patrick Popescu-Pampu, popescui&'lldiper.ens.fr
Richard Rimanyi, rimanyi@cs.elte.hu
Francesco Russo, frusso:(i!imar.ro
Andreas Schader,
scl1aefer@btm lxl.mat.uni-bayrcut.h .de
Ist van Sigray, sigraytMn dens .elte.hu
Karen E. Smith, k1csrnithffmat.h.mit.edu
Endre Szabo, endre@math-inst.hn
'ramas Szamuely, Tarnas.Szamudy,i.hnath. u-psud. fr
Csaba Szanto, csvargatiics.ubbdnj.ro
Adam Szeidl, szadam1.il!ludens.e!te.hu
Tomasz Szernbcrg. szernberg@inuij.edu.pl
Ba.lazs Szendroi, b;, 10004{kus.cam.ac.uk
Andras Szucs, szucsandras(<tludeus.dte.hu
i\gnes Szila.rd, szilard,/:irrnath.ohio-state.edn
(:Silla Tamas, ctamas(�Ymath.pnrdue.edu
Bernard Teissier, teissier'ci)dmi.ens.fr
Arpad 'I'oth, atotM}math.rntgers.edu
Cecilia Trifogli, l rifogJi(\'Jiunipi.it
Ha.l.szka 'J'ut;aj. htut,aj9Jim.
Auna Walczynsh, awakzyn:!'.ilmimuw.edn.pl
Csaha

Some topics on Enriques surfaces and Fano threefolds
Lecturer: ALBERTO CONTE
Tutor: MARINA MARCHISlO
U niversita degli Studi di Thrino, Italy
The aim of the lectures and of the tutorials is to give a quick iutroduct,:ion to the theory and i.he classification of
algebraic surfaces and threefold.s by means of some examples of p,,rticular interest. \Ve have chosen Enriques surfaces
and Fano threefo!ds beczrnse their geometry is particularly interesting and they prnvide examples of the most relevant.
phenomena which may take place in I.he genera.! theory.
rrlie topics covered ;viU be the following:
LECTlTRES
1. Introduction to the classification of algebraic ,;urfaces
2. Enriques surfaces and their projective models
3. Fano threefolds
4. Classification of Fano threefolds I
5. Classification of Fano threefolds II
TUTORIALS
1. Examples of K3 and Enriques surfaces
2. The sextic going doubly through the edges of a tethraedron
3. Prym varieties and the (non)rationality of conic bundles
4. Examples of Fano threefolds
5. The cubic and the quartic threefolds
BOOKS
A. Beauville, Surfaces algebriques complexes, Asterisque n. 54
A. Conte (ed.), Algebraic Threefolds, Springer LNM n. 947
R. Cossec - I. Dolgachev, Enriques Surfaces 1, Birkhauser Prag. Mat. n. 76
R. Hartshorne, Algebraic Geometry, Springer Verlag GTM 52

Rational and Nonrational Varieties
Lecturer: JANOS KOLLAR
University of Salt Lake City, USA

Tutor: GABOR MEGYESI
Cambridge, IJK
The simplest and most. basic algebraic varieties are projective spaces. Therefore it is important to understand which
varieties are very similar to projective spaces. A variety is called rational if it is biratioual to a projective space and
unirational if it is dominated by a rational variety. In my lectures I will study several topics concerning rational and
unirational varieties:
Describe some special properties of rat.ional varieties, and u.se these to show that certai.n varieties are not .rational or
not unirafamaL
Give inte.re,;ting examples of rational and of unirational v,trieties.
AU of these questions will be studied over the field of complex numbers, where most of the quest.ions are geometric,
a.nd a.lso OVfT the field of rat.ionals, where aritl:11.n1:tical properties become important..

Invariants of Hypersurface Singularities
LecturEir: ANDRAS NEMETHI
Ohio State llniversity. lJSA

Tutor: Endrc Szab6
t'niversitii.t Bayn·u!.h, Germany
isolated singularities.
Thr:, five lf'ctun':s
a,11 int.rnduci.ion to th,, basic t.opo!og,ical invari11ni,; of
the topologie1d.) type of a singularity, we introdnn' its link. Milnor fiher,
monodromy operator, internecti. on
variation opera,i,or and Seifert form. vVe discuss some coniwctions betwe('tl
these unaria.ntH. and exr:mplify t,!v,m\ in a ,-eries of particul�.r ca..'\f'S. l.n tlw writ.ten vpr,,ion of the ledun·, the read<'r
will find sonw addition,u, import.ant. results which will assun, a better undnstandiug of the subject, and also of
the pres,,nt state of the research in thi..� fidd. Moreover. we present ahm some conjectures and open quesions (e.g.
Zari,,ki's, S. S.-T. Ya.u 's, Dnrfee's conjectures, Laufor ·,., problem, etr.) a.s ,;ome of the lea.ding problems in t.he field. The
extended list. of exercises pro\'ides import.ant examples and fads. A large pa.rt of the examples is concentrated around
"Thorn-Sebasi.iani type t.heorems''. At the end, we will conned t.he signature type ( topological) invariants with some
number theoretical objects. as generalised Dedekind sums, in order to exemplify the complementary ,uithmetical
nature of the theory. For the proper understanding of {some parts of) the lectures, some knowledge of elementary
aJg,,braic topology is necessary ((co)-homology groups, intersection form, dualities).

Comparing singularities in Algebraic Geometry
Lecturer: BERNARD TEISSIER
Tutor: PATRICK POPESCU-PAMPU and EVELIA G ARCIA B ARROSO
tcole Normale Superieure, France
The course will be an introduction to the study of singularities by algebraic and geometrical methods. I wilt introduce
numerical invariants and geometric constructions which help to decide when one singularity is more complicated than
another.
The prerequisites are some knowledge of analytic Geometry (normalisation, blowing-up, etc .. ) for which the book
of Kaup, Kaup, and Barthel "holomorphic functions of several variables", De Gruyter 1983, is amply sufficient, and
of the singularities of plane curves, as found in the book of R . .J Walker, "Algebraic curves". Princeton U.P. 1950.
reprinted by Dover, or in my notes "Introduction to curve singularities", in ''Singularities", VVorld Scientific 199.5. A
knowledge of commutative algebra ( dimension, multiplicity theory) will be useful, as Wf'll as some elementary notions
of symplecti.c Geometry.

EMS Lectures
The European Mathematical Society invites a distinguished mathematician, in each odd-numbered year, to visit an
institution within the area covered by the EMS, to give a series of three to five lectures of an advanced expository
nature on a. topic of current. research interest. For the year 1997, Professor Nigel J. Cut.land (University of Hull) has
been chosen as the second EMS Lecturer. He wi!J give h.is lectures at the 17nivcrsity of Helsinki and the University
of Got.henburg.

The date;, and titk of the EMS Lectures will he announced lat,er.
For nwre
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EUROPEAN W01\1EN IN MATHEMATICS
8th GENERAL MEETING
DECEMBER 13 - 17, 1997
Fir,;t Annou11cement
The 81.h general me·eting of the European W0men in ),iathematics (EWM) is organized in col.laboration with the
International Centre of Theoretical Physics (ICTP) in Trieste. Italy. and will take place a.t this centre in the period
December U-17, 1997. Participants should plan to arrive on December 12, and leave on December 18.
The organizing committee consists of: Christine Bessenrodt (Germany). Bodil Branner (Denmark), Marie Demlova
(Czech Republic), Emilia Mezzet.ti (Italy), Rosa-Maria Miro Roig (Spain), Marjatta Naiitiinen (Finland), Sylvie
Pa}cha (France), Ragni Piene (Norway), Caroline Series (United Kingdom) and Irma Yemelyanova (Russia).
Participants will bt: housed at the ICTP Guest Houses and have their meals in the ICTP cafeteria. The apprnxirnatc
cost of living expenses will be 200 ECU. 'Ne encourage everyone to investigate different sources of support for travel
and living expenses; for example it is important to find out early enough if your institution or state has some exchange
agreements t.ha.t can be 11sed.
ICTP will give full financial support. including travel, for two women mathematicians from developing countries for
a period up to two months, to participate in the c011forence.
Mathematical programme of the meeting:
1. A session on REPRESENTATIONS OF GROUPS, organized by Michele Vergne (France)
2. A session on p-AD1C NUMBERS, organized by Catherine Goldstein (France).
3. An interdisciplinary �ession on SYMMETRIES, organized by Ina Kersten (Germany) and Sylvie Paycha (France).
The "non-mathematical" topic of the meeting will be a round table discussion on WOMEN AND MATHEMATICS:
EAST-WEST-NORTH-SOUTH, organized by Marie Demlova (Czech Republic) and Marjatta Niiii.tiinen (Finland).
A POSTER SESSION will also be organised, in which all participants are encouraged to present their work and to
contribute an abstract to the proceedings of t.he meeting.
A second announcement, including application form, wiH be sent out in January 1997.
For further information, please contact
Bodi! Branner
Depart.ment of Mathem,,t.ics
Building 30.3
T'echnical Univer;,ity of Denmark
DK - 2800 Lyngby, Denmark
email: branued]mat.dtu.dk
fax: +45 45 88 13 99

MATHS FILl\f WINS PRIZES
The film 'Arabei;·cos y
a
fo,tiva!s.
PaJaise;tn f

a..nr:l it weu .ina.ny �in1Jlar
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EUR,ONEWS

EUROPEAN NEWS: Country by Country
CZECH REPUBLIC
SPRING SCHOOL 97 ··- BOUNDA.RIES AND CONVEXITY IN BANACH
SPACES
FirH aHnounceme11t.

following a lo11gsta11ding tradition, the Faculty of Mathematic� and Physicb of Charle$ Univer�ity, will organiz" a
Spring School on Banach
'I'heory. The School will be h.-,ld at P,1sek,v, in 11 chalet in the Krkonose Mountains,
April 20 -- 26, 1991. 'The program will consist of serie,; of lect.ures ou:
Convergence Proble1n:,; for E<1uicontinuous Sequences of Linear Operators on Banach Spaces
delivered by: Francesco Altomare, l!uiversity of Ba:ri
Abstract Boundaries and Korovkin Theory for Function Spaces
delivered by: Heinz Bauer, University of Erlangen -- Niirnberg
Education of Neurons and Education in Mathematics and Science
delivered by: Gustave Choquet, University of Paris VI
Convergence, Minilllax and Monotonicity
delivered by: Stephen Simons, University of Santa Barbara, California
Boundaries and Smoothness in Banach Spaces
delivered by: V Zizler, University of Alberta, Edmonton
The purpose of this Meeting is to bring together adepts who share a common interest in the field. There will be
opportunities for short communications and informal discussions. Graduate students and others beginning their
mathematical career are encouraged to participate.
The rnnference fee will be 280,- US dollars. A reduced rate of 250,- US dollars will be offered. provided a let.ter
guaranteeing participation reaches the organizers before February 15, 1997. The conference fee includes all local
expenses (room and board) and transportation between Prague and Paseky. The fee is the same for accompanying
persons.
The organizers may provide financial support to a limited number of students. Applications must be sent before
February 15, 1997.
Payment of the fee should be made in cash at the registration desk in Paseky, or it may be n·mit.ted by a bank
transfer to
Komercnibanka, Praha 1, Vaclavske nam. 42, account No. 33:no-021/0lOO, v.s. 810
(a, copy of the transfer should be presented a.t the registrat.ion desk at Paseky). Unfortunately, d1eques cannot be
used and will not be accepted.
fn cru;e of any (!ifficnlty you should contact the organiu·rs.
The village of Paseky lit,s in the :slopes of the Krkonose Mounta.in.s, in North Bohemia. Accommodation consists
of rooms for two or three people. Then• an: excellenl facilil.ies ,rnd conditions for sport.ing, acti"ities: hiking
'bus fro1n Prague to Pascky ·vv1.lJ ]eave a:t 4 p.nL on
20:. 19f17. "J'he bns
::foccer, 1uini-golf a.nd sauna,, /\
from
will arrive in Prague on
2fi .. al ·1.1 .30 a,m.
fill m,t the cr,dosed
of a.n:ommodation fo.cili.ties the
Vi/e look forward. in

form and return i1, before
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Mailing address:
Katedra matematickef· amLlyzy
Matemaiick<.,-fyzikalnifakulta UK
Soko!ovska 83, 186 00 Praha 8
Czech Republic
PhonejFax: 42 ·· 2 - 23'.:! 3390
E-mail: pa..sekyfl1'karli11.mff.cnni.cz
WWW: http://csmat.karlin.niff.cuni.cz/kntedry/kma/ss97/ss97.html
Kindly inform co!l(�a.gnes interest,ed in this field !

SPRING SCHOOL ON ANALYSIS
Following a iongstanding tradition, the Faculty of Mathematics and Physics of Charle;; Universit.y, will organize a
Spring School on Analysis. The School will be held at Paseky, in a chalet in the Krkonose Mountains, June 1 ··· 7,
19n. The program will consist of series of lect.ures on:
Approximation and uniqueness properties of ha.rmonic differential forms
delivered by: Victor Havin, l.i niversity of St. Petersburgh
'T'he purpose of this 1ifoeting is to bring toged1er adepts who share a common interest in the field. 'There wi_ll be
opportunities for short communications and in.formal discussions. Graduate st.udent.s and others beginning their
ma.thematical care•cr are encouraged to participate,
The conference fee will bf:" 280,- US dollars. A reduced rate of 2,50.- US dollars will be offered, provided a letter
guaranteeing participa.tion reaches the organizers before :1\-1arch 1, 1997. The conference fee includes all local expenses
(room and board) and t.ransport;1tion between Prague and Paseky. The fee is the sa.me for accompanying persons.
The organizers may provide financial support to a limited number of students. Applications must be sent before
March 1, ]997.
Payment of the fee should be made in cash at the regrntrat.ion desk in Paseky, or it. may be remitted by a bank
transfer to
Komercnibanka, Praha 1, Vadavske nam. 42, account No. 38330-021/0100, v.s. 810
(a copy of the t.ransfer should be presented at the registration desk at Paseky). Unfortunately, cheques cannot be
used and will not be accepted.
In case of any difficulty you should contact the organizers.
The village of Paseky lies in the slopes of the Krkonose Mountains, in North Bohemia. Accommodation consists of
rooms for two or three people. There are excellent facilities and conditions for sporting activities: hiking trips, soccer,
mini-golf and sauna. A special bus from Prague to Paseky will leave at 4 p.m. on June 1, 1997. The bus from Paseky
will arrive in Prague on June 7, a.t. l 1.30 a.m.
In case of interest please fill out the enclosed preliminary registration form and return it before March 1, 1997. A
final announcement w-:ith further details will be mailed in due time.
Due to the limited capacity of accommodation facilities the organizers may be forced to decline registration.
vVe l.ook forward to meeting you in the Czech Republic.
Jaroslav Lukes, Jiri KoUas
Mailing address:
Katedra matem.aeticke
Ma.t.ematidm-fyi..ikalm'.fahHa lfK
Solm!ovska. 8:3, 186 00 Praha 8
Czech Republic
Phone/Fax: -12 · 2 232 3390
E-mail: pascky•!'!ikarlin.mff.cuni.cz
WWW'.

.html
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Pr1ilimiuary registration form:

School on Functional AnRly:-;.is,

Name:

A,ddres.s:
E-rna:d.

Fax:
Phone:

l plan on attending the Spring School: Yes/No

Preliminary registration form
Spring School on Analysis, Pasfiky 1997
Name:

Adi..lre,-s:

F>.mail:

1997
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FINLAND
EUROCONFERENCE ON

CONFORMAL GEOMETRY AND COMPLEX DYNAMICS
SAARISELKA, FINLAND• .JUNE 9 ··· 13, 1997
The conference will take plan, at a. congress a.nd vacation resort in northern Lappland. w<.:ll north of the polar circle:
!attitude 68.6 ° . The event is a continuation of the activity of tht' earlier EC Human Capital and Mobilii.y network
Conformal Geometry and Geometric Function Theory.
The program will consist of about 25 invited lectures 40 min each. A second announcement including prices for
accomodat.ion and travel arrangements will be delivered by !.he end of February, 1997. There will b<.: a limited
amount of resources for young participants from EC countries.
Organizers:
Kari Asta.la
a.stala@rnath.jyu.fi

Ilkka Holopainen
ih@geom.helsinki.fi

Seppa Rickman
rickman@cc.helsinki.fi

For more information you can contact either some of the organizers or the secretary
Riitta Ulmanen

fax: +358-9-19123213 tel: +358-9-19122853

e-mail: ulmanen@sophie.helsinki.fi
Department of Mathematics
P. 0. Box 4
00014 University of Helsinki, F inland

FRANCE
THIRD EUROPEAN CONFERENCE ON ELLIPTIC AND PARABOLIC
PROBLEMS
The Third European Conference on Elliptic and Parabolic Problems will take place from J 6 ..·20 June 1997 in Pont
a-Mousson, France.
Organisers: A. Amann (Zurich), C. Bandle (Basel), .:\<L Chipot (Zurich), F. Conrad (Nancy), I. Shafrir (Haifa)
For information contact: pontamou@amath.unizh.ch

HARMONIC MORPHISMS, HARMONIC ANALYSIS AND RELATED
TOPICS
UNIVERSITE DE BRETAGNE OCCIDENTALE, BREST, FRANCE
7 to 11 July 1997

Scientific: Committf!H
James EelL,, ((.;amhridge), Luc L(omain, (Br,.tssds), John C Wood (
Organisiug Cormnitttie
Paul Baird (Brest.), Sigrmrndur Gudrrrnudl.'son (Lund), Andrea Ratto (Brest)

Programme

This will be the first international confo.rcnce
manifolds and related

devoted to harmouk morpltisms between Riemaun.iau
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Iuformat ion
If you wish to attend, please contact P. Baird, Depart.ement de Mathematiques, UniversHe de Breta.gne Occidentale,
B.P. 80!1, F-29285 Brest. France, fax: (+:33) 2-98.01.67.90, i;'-mail: Paul.Baird«!univ-brest.fr, phone: (+a;l)
2-98.01.67.20.
H would be helpful if you could indicat.e whetlier you would like to be considered for financial assistance with travel
or subsistence expenses. Some financial help may be available.

ITALY
CENTRO IN'TERNAZIONALE PER LA RICERCA MATEMATICA
Centro Internazionale per la Ricerca Matematica
Istituto Trentino di Cnltura
a8050 Povo (TN), Italy

Firnt Announcement-October 96
The C.I.R.M. is sponsoring a course to be held in Trellto-ltaly on January 20-24, 1997 and titled
'Recent Advances in Continuum .Mechanics'

The past decade has resulted in major advances in continuum mechanics, particularly in its application to materials
science. New theories apply continuum mechanics at length-scales previously thought to be phenomenologically
inaccessible. Conceptual frameworks have been developed that allow for the careful. development of hierarchies of
(fixed and free) boundary/initial value problems at various levels of generality.
In this course, these new theories of continuum mechanics, as well as the mathematics relevant to the study of
corresponding problems, will be discussed. The central issue of the course is the characterization of microstructures
that arise in such apparently disparate physical situations as solid-solid phase transitions, defect evolution, fracture
dynamics, superfluidity and superconductivity.
The course will be given by four lecturers each giving four one-hour lectures, with all but the last day's lectures in
the afternoon, and with the mornings reserved for discussion and interaction. The course will begin on the afternoon
of Monday 20 .January and will end at noon on Friday 24 January. The course will he directed toward graduate
students and young research workers.
.Main lecturers will be the following:
· Halil M. Soner, Carnegie Mellon University, U.S.A.
Asymptotic analysis of Ginzburg-Landau type evolutionary eqmitwns
- Morton E. Gurtin, Carnegie Mellon University, U.S.A.
New concept., of force in continuum mf,chanic8
· Paolo Podio·Guidugli, Universit.a di Roma 'Tor Vergat.a', Haly
The dynamics of fracture and defect structures
· Jakob Rubinstein, Techuion, Haifa, Israel
Ginzb,1r,g-Landau ,,ortices
Location: The course will take place iri Povo
Italy), al the Istit.uto Trentino di Cultura.
Reply: We can provide support for a limited number of young resea.rch<'"rs. H ynu are interested in
if you need more information), please contact
Mr. Augusto Micheletti, Secretary of CJRM; lstituto 'lhmtino di Cttltm'a, I- .J80SO PO l/0 (Trento). Italy
Tel. Italy+461-881628 Fax: ltaly+461++81061W e-mail: michelet@sciena.unitn.it

The
MeHon Uni,.} - P.
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To the Secretary of
C.LR.M.
Istituto Trentino di Cultura

38050 POVO (TN)

Italy

APPLICATION FORM
•Recent Adwmc�is in Continuum Mechanics'
Trrnto, January 20-2,1, 1997

First aud Family Name

Sex

M

F

Address

e-mail

Telefax

Telephone
Research interests

I will attend the course

D

I need financial support

O Yes

D No

Participants who receive financic,l support should e:rpect to share a double room.

Arrival date

Departure date

I would like to book a room at Hotel Villa Madruzzo
O double room (Lit. JOO.OOO per person)

D single room (Lit. ]10.000)

I would like to share the room with:

Date
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UNIVERSITA' DEGLI STUDI DI NAPOLI "Federico II"
Intensive Trimester of study and research on "Variational Proble111s and
Applications" Napoli, May - July and September 1997
An intensive period of study and research on recent results on Calculus of Variations and PDE will take place in
the period May 12 - July 18 and two weeks in September 199i, at the Dipart.imento di Matemat.ica e Applications
"R. Ca,ccioppoii" dell' Universita' di Napoli. This activity, sponsored by Istituto Nazionale di Alta Matematica "F.
Severi" in Rome, will be organized by Prof. A. Alvino, L. Carbone and C. Sbordone.
There will be some courses at doctorate and post-doctorate level and some talks and seminars.
At the moment the following mathematicians have agreed to participate:
Acerbi, Attouch, Aubin, Ball, Biroli, Boccardo, Bouchitte, Brezis, Brock, Buttazzo, Caffarelli, Cioranescu, Dal Maso,
Damlamian, De Giorgi, Donato, Fonseca, Fusco, Gallouet, Garofalo, Iwaniec, Kawohl, Leaci, Marcellini, Marino,
Mosco, Mossino, Murat, Perez, Rabinowitz, Spagnolo, Talenti, Tartar, Tomarelli, Trudinger, Vazquez.
There will be 40 scholarships of 750.000 it. lire for two weeks which will be assigned to encourage young researchers.
For more informations, please send an e-mail to sbordone@matna2.drna..unina..it or fa.x to 0039-81-675692
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SPAIN
CENTRE DE RECERCA MATEMATICA
Invit�,d

for the academic year 96-97

N. Fagdl,t
Diniunics

S. Tbdornvic (1hro11to) 07.0l.9i' - :H.01.97, 1:'"oria de

) 01.10,9.C:, - 30.()9.97,
Algebra.ica
E. Dubtsov
OLHL9S :JUZ.96. A.na!isi
Harmbnica
P. Kropholler (London) 2Ul8.% - 17.09.96, Algehra
B. Edixhoven (Renne!;) 26.08.96 - 24.09.%, Teor.ia de
Nombres
S. Bosch (Miinster) 26.08.96 - 2·1.09.96, Teoria de
Nombres
D. Lorenzini (Georgia) 26.08.96 - 24.09.96, Teoria de
Nombres
B. de Weger (Rotterdam) 26.08.96 - 24.09.96, Teoria de
Nombres
D. F lath O,fobile) 01.09.96 - 31.08.97, Teoria de Nombres
P. T zermias (Bures-sur- Yvette) 01.09.96 - :n .07.97,
Teoria de Nombres
A. Facchini (Udine) 01.09.96 - ::ll.08.97, Algebra
D. Scevenel.s (Lrnven) 01.09.96 - 31.08.97, Algebra
D. Logachev (Moscou) 01-09.96 ·· 31.12.96, Teoria de
Nomhres
.LJ\11 A11derson (London) 02.09.96 - :n.l2.9f>, Anal.s;
E. Drnr Farjonn (Jerusalem) 02.09.96 - :30.09.96,
Topologia Algebra.ica
D. Ravenel (Rochester) 02.09.96 ·- 14.09.96, Topologia

07.0.l.��7 :lf..1.03.97, An3Jisi
H. Heinig (Hamilton) 07.01.97 ··· :n.Ol.9'7, Analisi
S. Kolyada. (Kiev) 07.01.:17 - 3U.lL97, Sistcmes Diniunks
L Snoha (Banska Bystrirn) 07.01.97 .. :iun.97, Sisteme»
Dinamics
J. Porti (Lyon) 07.0J.97 ·· 31.01.97, Topologia.
A. Millet (A.ngers) 12.0l .97 ··· 11.02.97, Analisi
fa,todstica
1. Dejter (Rio Grande) 03.02.97 ·- 28.02.97, c;ombinatoria
N. Privault (Evry) 01.02.97 - :31.08.97, Probabilitats
L. Pick (Praha.) 01.02.97 .. :H.03.97, Anal.isi
N. Krugljak (Yaroslavl) 1.5.02.97 ::10.tB.97, Analisi
I.J. Gyongy (Budapest) 15.0.3.97 ·- ,31.03.97, Probabill
tats
J. Vaananen (Helsinki) 01.04.97 .. 30.06.97, Teoria de
Models
D. Pigozzi (Ames) 01.04.97 .. 30.06.97, Logica Algebraica
K. Meyer (Cincinnati) 01.04.97 · :H.05.97, Sistemes
Dinamics
M. Ziegler (Freihurg) 01.04.97 - 30.04.97, Teoria de
?\fodels
X. Caicedo (Bogota) 01.04.97 - 30.04.97, 1eoria de
Modds
J. F lum (.Freiburg) OUH.97 J.5.04.97, Teoria de Models
E. Bousrnren (Paris) 1.'UJ4.9T ·· 15.06.97. Teoria de
Models
F. Delon (Pa.ris) 01.0.5.97 - 3fl.06.97, Teoria de Models
R. Cignoli (Buenos Aires) 01.0:'J.!'.)7 - 30.06.97, Logica
Algebraica
A. PiUay (Notre Dame) 01.06.97 ··· 3(Ulti.97, Teoria de
ri.fodel;;
15.07.97, Logirn
W. Blok (('.hicago) Ui.05.97
Alg,Jbraka
15.05.97 - 30.(Hi.97,
J. Czdakowski

A. Pethoe (Debrecen) 05.09.96 - Jfl.09.96, T'eoria de
Nombres
.L Zaplct;,J (Berkeley) 16JJ9.96 22.0fUJ!i, Uigica
A. Kaminska. (1\1empliisl 01.Hl.% - 30.1 l.96, Anhl.isi
H. Hudzik (Poznau) o:.UO.% :rn.Il.9G, Analisi
?vL Mastylo (Poznaii) 02.10.96 20. .12.%, Analisi
Ch. Thomas
26.10.9(; ... Tl.10.96, Topologia.
J. Seimcnis (Sa.mos) OJ .11.96 - 31.12.96. Sistemes
Di11amics
S. Jackwoski
04..1J.9tl 01.12.96,

1:J . O"i.97,
01 l2.fl6
1. }/ft),rt.(n
.N o.rnl":,r{1."5

Place·: C7e1rtrf' dt::a .Recerca :.!\iatenHd;ica.
,.,,.•,,.rn.us�, Com.n,it!(e:
de
de

-------------
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Analy,:;it'I Semester (October lst, 1906 - March 3lst. 1997)
Place: c:ent.re de .R.ecerca .Matemat.ica
Organizing Committee: Joan Cerda
Invited .Mathcmat.icians: H.H,,inig (McMast.er University), H.Hu<lzik (A.Mickiewicz Cniw'rsity), A.Kaminska. (The
lli1iversity of Memphis), N.Erngljak (Yaroslavl State University), M.Ma&tylo (A.Mickiewicz University). L.Pick
and V.Stcµanov {Ru;;si,w Academy of Science).
(Czech Academ:v of
Algebraic Logic and Model Theory Seniester (April 1. 1997 - .July 10, 1997)
Place: C'.entre de R.ecerci\. Matemat.ica
Organizing C'orrnnittee: J.lv!a Font i Enrique Cas;wova.s
Invited �fathr·m,1!icians: E.Bouscaren (tTuiversite Pari� VJI), X.Caic.,do (Fniven,idad de los Andes). F.Ddona
(Cniversit.e Paris VU), A.Pilla.y ( Univen;ity of Notre Dame), D.La.scar (Universite Paris VlJ), D.Pigozzi (fowa St<tte
University), R.Cignoli (Universidad de Buenos Aires). \\".Blok (university of Illinois at Chicago'), ,l.Czelakowski
(Polonia), D.Mundici ( Hniversita di Milano) and J.Flum (Universitat Freiburg).

ADVANCED COURSE ON STOCHAS'I'IC ANALYSIS
Dates: September J. to September l 0, 1997
Place: Centre de Recerca Matematica Campus of the Universit.at Autonoma. de Barcelona Bellaterrn, Spain
Speakers: G. da Prato, Scuola Normale Superiore <la Pisa 'Stochastic Partial Differential Equation;; by Semigroup
Methods'; M. Yor, lJniversit.e Paris V[ 'Some Recent Martingale Problems'
The course will consist in two series of 9 lectures and they will be held in the morning; afternoons will be devoted to
complementary activities (expository talks and seminars).
Coordinators: David Nualart. Marta Sanz-Sole.
Registration
Fee: 20.000 pta.
Deadline: June 20, 1997
The CR\1: can offer a limited number of grants covering the registration fee. The deadline for applying is May 31,
1997.
Payment for registration should be made by June 20, 1997.
Further information
www http://crm.es or ftp crm.es or mail crm@crm.es
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UNITED KINGDOM
GROUPS ST ANDREWS 1997 IN BATH
Date,

26 .July to Saturday 9

t:)97

Location llrtiversiiy of Ba.th, Engla.nd
Sponsors: The Lmidon '.\lathematical Socif:ty and the Edinburgh .'vfathematio1.l Sor:iety
Programme: Topks arc group theory and rela.ted area$. The invited speakers will
courses of about four lectures
during the first week of the conference. During the :second week there will be a speciaJ day of lectures dedicated to
Professor R C Lyndon. A programme of seminars and invitr,d kct.ures will also be arranged in th,, second week.
Programm1c Committee: C M Campbell (St Andrews), EF Robert,,on (St Andrews) and G C Smit.h ( Bath).
Speakers: Professor L Ba.bai (Chicago), Dr M R Bridson (Oxford), Dr C J B Brookes (Cambridge),
Professor C E Prneger (Western Australia) and Professor A Shalev (Jerusalem).
Second week special days led by Professor E Zelmanov (Yale) and Professor CF Miller Ill (Melbourne).
For further information plf'ase contact: Dr C M Campbell and Professor E F Robertson, Mathematical Institute,
University of St Andrews, North Haugh, St Andrews KY16 9SS, Scotland.
email: groups97@dcs.st--and.ac.uk
WWW: http://www.bath.ac.nk/-rnasgcs/gps97/home.html
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PROBLEM CORNER.

Paul Jaiuta, VVi::rkvolkst.r. 10, D-91126 Sd1wabacl1, Ge1·mauy

For reasort.1 lxyotl!l our control, the vmblems in thi,; article h(lVC rwt bffn edited in the u.rnril way.

An lct!-Br(:'ak,•r Called Mat.hematics
The Austri,m-Polish ,\,fathematics Competition
The international langua.gt' of Mathemalics and its universality are surely understood. Accordingly, Mathematics
can serve as a means of encouraging contact between people of diiforent nations. pa.rt.icularly the youug, and surely
that is something t.o be applauded. There arc currently mauy examples showing how Ma.thetrnttics can serve as such
an ice-breaker.
ln August 1991, for instance, when the Soviet Union was opening up, 311 American science educators held a
convention at Moscow State University attended by 600 Soviet teachers. Some had travelled a.I! the way from Siberia.
Sessions were all provided with simultaneous translation, using electronics and interpreters. Many Americans visited
Russian homes and everyone fotmd the joint meeting to be one of the finest experiences of their Jives. One goal of
that conv,·ntion was to make new friends and help the indigenous colleagues form a science teachers association in
Rassia. The desired effect was to give a boost to encourage exchanges and other forms of co-operation.
Other forward-looking meetings of minds, enjoying increasing popularity all over the world, a.re the so-called
Friendship Mathematics Competitions. One of the most notable representatives of them is the SHANGHAI
DUNEDIN competition. the third of which took place in early November 1994. W hat makes this competition
different from all others that we know of is the emphasis put on the cultural relationship between the two cities.
Of course, international co-operation in maths competitions can be implemented in more than one way on a
regional basis. It seems to me that four different types of competitions can be distinguished, ea.eh taking place in a
specific environment:
( 1) two countries with different languages organise an annual contest for their teams and take turns to host it
(the Israeli-Hungarian Mathematics Competition)
(2) several countries from one relatively compact region, all sharing the same language, join in a biannual contest
organised by one of them (Galf Mathematical Olympiad)
(3) one small country's team participates in a. larger neighbouring country's contest (Luxembourg at the Belgian
Olympiad) and
( 4) several countries with different. languages, spread over a. large geographical region, co-operatively prepare an
examination paper that students sit in their home countries (Asian Pacific 11athernatics Olympiad).
The epitome of mathematical co-operation according to type l is the Austrian-Polish .Mathematics Competition (A
PMC), which I'm going to describe below. I am indebted to Dr Marcin E Kuczma., Warsaw University, who provided
me with some information on this kind of contest.. Dr Kuczma is devot.ed to teaching and to ma.thematics competitions
alike. He has been active in the Polish Mathemat,ical Olympiad for about twenty years and i& identified throughout
the world of mathematics as a res<"arch mat.hemat.ician, creator of intriguing problems a11d as one who possesses
unusaal math,�matical ability. In fact, he has contributed to the problem sections of The American Mathematical
Monthly, Crux Mathernaticornm, Journal of Recreational �lathematics, Elemente der Mathematik and the Polish
ma.ihematical magazine for students, Deha..
The cornpet.ition in question aro:,e from a bila.ternl agreement. on cnltural ex.change between the Polish and
Austrian \1iJlistt'r� of Edncation. The event t<1.kes
amrnaHv in July, or !a:t<' June. in Austria or in Poland
Htf� host country
Poland in t:vcn-nnrnbered ycrlr:<>. 'l'he Polish to·wn of Kosza.lin in co:.i.staJ PQr.nera.nia
of
1htc
ho5t,,•d the first A-P\1C. and the 1988 contf·;,t was al,m hdd there. Jn }:)%,
.A nstrJa. &it.ntttcd not fa.r fr�;11n th�� border bet.,v,t:(,hn A.uBtria, a.nd

A-PMC. Porn ML.

of H,r, Polish

Pouuw husti':d thi:, ;;,:mkst .in J'.)90.

"Ih::" /\.-P\fr; cun.i�lsts iJf r,,;.vr:, pr�.n�: th:? indi·vidual cr.:n�cst a.Y.id the teoJn. rcnt.ein. tf.hc rulf�s th� ind.ividua.t AJart
btuden.t.s 1 ha.vc tc, sit
r,·.'Bcrnbk� t.h,:r.-:,c"' �J·f d:r<;: l.:vl();
on f, <W(; .�ttt>:.'.t!8E<ive
dif.' t;crrn
�, phpf.:r
\.ht �,cip six. .��.ud�,;in.s at t,he
nai·1unal ru;1theFiatt<:.s
of both (X,1at.1r1es go 10 the f!i'i() artd the uexi-i.t>·�top aix fGrrn tht� .A· I1lvf(.i l,t':.1..rn.
Studf:.rd. .s nnns.t wvork
and submit :.;oiutions in th<',H own
fin,t h:df hon
,-f1fa7 t. ea;rn siZ(' ihj six
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fom hours to solve three problems without invigilation. For the duration of ihe contest the teams occupy separate
rooms. In the light of experience, special attention is now being paid to the selection of problems for the team
contest. 1n the ea.rly yearn of the competition, teams had managed to solve the problems with relative ease. Since
in the A.-PMC the.re a.re only two countries (hence only two languages) involved. the jury attempts to formulate the
probh•rns in such a wa) that the Polish version should be the literal translation of the German version, and vin,
ven,a. 'The nine problem;; for tht: competitions are chosen from a po<Jl containing eighteen, assembled
the leaders
of the ddegations. Traditionally, five problems from the guest country are selected by the hea.d of th•: host country,
and four from the host country are selected by the leader of the guest country. After the delegations arrive, the jury
devotes two days t,o preparations in the course of which the nine contest problems are selected. The contests and the
evaluation of the students' solut.ions take
on the ensuing three days.
Scoring of the students' papers is obtained without an elaborate marking scheme. Ji.. jury consisting of leaders
and deputy leaders makes all decisions conc1crning problems, scoring, prizes etc. A prominent mathematician from
the host country assumes the office of Honorary Chairman of the jury and, in particular, has to act as the tie-breaker
if the jury is dead-locked. Depending on the points-total accrued, the number of winners varies in the individual
contest between five and eight. The jury announces the winners and also decides upon the result of the team contest.
The A-PMC, including a recreational programme, lasts eight to nine days altogether. Each time, the three
days of contests have been folJm.,·ed by a complementary programme of sight-seeing and excursions. Also a football
match between the teams is sometimes held (but the results of those meets are not recorded). The Austrian-Polish
Mathematics Competition concludes with an award ceremony on the last day.
There is one pleasing fact common to these mathematical competitions: the cultural aspect is at least as
significant as the mathematical aspect. Advocates of these friendship competitions in Mathematics believe that it
is important for students to know more about other people and their customs and so they have encourage cultural
links, for example, the interchange of letters between the students of the two cities or the countries. These letters
give a fascinating view of what students of this age do and what their interests are. In this manner the youth of the
world is helping a little to foster international understanding. That has to be worth-while.
Now is the time to offer some hard nuts to crack from former meetings of the Austrian-Polish competition,
reflecting particularly the long-standing tradition associated with Polish mathematics.
Q 57. Let P(x) be a polynornial with integer coefficients. Show that if Q(x)
stinct integer roots, then P(x) has no integer roots.

= P(x) +

12 has at least six di

Q 58. Determine all natural numbers N whose dedmal representation satisfies the following conditions:
(1) N = (aabb)10, 'With (aab) 10 and (abb)10 prime numbers;
(2) N = P1·P:fP3, where� (1 s k:::;.; 3) is a prime consisting ofk (dec.imal) digits.
Q 59. Prove: In a convex quadrilateral of area 1, the sum of the lengths of all sides and diagonals is not less
than 4+

J8.

Q 60. Find the greatest natural n for which there exist positive integers X1, Xz, ••. , x,, and a1, a2, ••• , 3.:,_1 with
1980
for 1 = 1,2, ... , n-1.
a1< ... < 3.:,_1 such that x1 ·x2 • .•. ·x,, 1980 and -x;+ -- ::::

=

Q

.xi

61. For a nonnegative integer n let

{
r---·)Zn+!
. Find tb.e zn!atest power of2
3 + ..; l I
\

(l)

f(92+x)"" £(92-x)

...� -i:r1
(. £}
l\ Q.
a•

a, ""'

a,

.r,ll3 + <tir:--:)2.ri+11
11

J

divides a,

and
of91 occur as

cff?

be the greatest integer not
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Q 46. A regular tetrahedron has edges of unit length. Denote by S the intersection of the six balls having the
1
edges of fue tetrahedron as diameters. Show that the volume of Sis at least
li'frst solution: First, we scale up the problem. Consider t1ie regular tetrahedron with vertices (1,1,-1),
(1,-1,l), (-1,1,1) and (-1,-1,-1) and edge length 2 fi. Toe centroid of this tetrahedron is the origin (0,0,0).
Thus S, the intersection of the six spheres with the edges of the tetrahedron as diameters, is symmetric
about (0,0,0). The centers of the spheres are the midpoints of the edges ofth.e tetra.h.edron: (1,0,0), (0,1,0),
(0,0,1), (-1,0,0), (0,-1,0) and (0,0,-1). Moreover, the common radius of the spheres is Ji("" half the edge
length).
A bit of thought now convinces us that S is a solid with the three coordinate axes as axes of symmetry.
Thus we can look for the largest cube with center at the origin and sides oriented along the coordinate a..xes
which can fit inside S. That is, if a is halfthe side length ofthe cube, we must have (a,a,a) E S.
Now Sis the intersection of the solid spheres descnbed by the following inequalities:
2
2
2
x2 + y2 + z2 - 2x � l ; x + y2 + z2 - 2y ::; I ; x + y2 + z2 - 2z s I ; x + y2 + z2 + 2x s I ;
')
')
�
')
?
")
x· + y- + r + 2z :S I.
and
x' + y- + r + 2y s 1
The first three inequalities giye us
or

(*) 3a2 - 2a � 1
and the second three yield
2

or

(**) 3a + 2a s I

.!.3

Thus we have - s a s

1
--sa:s;;l

l
-lsas-.
3

.!.3 .That is, the largest such cube has side length 3.. and volume !.. Scalingo
3
21·

down by (2.Ji.)-1to obtain a tetrahedron of side length 1 gives a cube with volume
must be strictly less than the actual volume of S.
Second solution: (Dr Z Reut, London)
Let us consider a regular tetrahedron with ver
tices A, B, C and D, and centres of balls at
midpoints of edges. We present here three planar
sections of the object
i) In the plane of one side, e,g. ABC, there are:
equilateral triangle ABC with sides equal to
1; tlrree circles with centres at midpoints of
and radii equal to 0,5; t.hree circles with
centres at midpoints of lines OA, OB and
and radii

to --;,---;
t)

(s4Jif 1

, which
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ii) ln the section BB. there are: isoscdes triangle
BB'D with side BD equal to 1, and other two
.
sides, BB'and DB' , equal to -.fj ; two cue
. lcs,
2
one with centre at B', other with centre at the
midpoint of edge BD, with radii equal to 0,5;
two circles with centres at midpoints of sides

I

BB' and DB', and radii equal to Jj , formed
4
by intersection of four spheres with the plane. The height OD :is equal to � .
fu) In the section IJ there are: isosceles triangle
?
IJD with basis IJ equal to ..:. , and sides ID
3

.fi �

.

and JD equal to - ; .LOur Cll'CIes Wl"th rad.ii'
3

./ii

equal to --- , and two c1tc
. Ies v.1.th radii'
12
equal to

./6_
. The centres of these circles are
6

on the line II and a line parallel to it at height OH equal to

.J!
!)

.

The intersection S of six balls is in the sections
i) the central point O;
ii) quadrilateral OEHF with conve.x sides and
iii) quadrilateral OLHK with convex sides.
The volume of S can be estimated by inscn'bing or embedding a prism in S. The straight-line segments OE
and FH are equal to

j,

equal to

1,

and we take this value for the heig,lit of prism. The segments OF and EH are

and we take this value for one diagonal of basis; the other diagonal KL is equal to

Jj -1')
l In
l
W1.th square baslS
the case o f a pnsrn
.
. we tak
' e 4".
i.or tue
,1.. d1
· ago1w.i
-� 1 of'basIS
.
correspond'mg
1 > �.
7
:;
::,
"'
/ .)

r;;

'\'L ·, Ute
'
l
•
•
to s1'de ---..
vo,ume
o,f v:
, - nsm 1s

f;
v

Q 4R Prove thai

and d the

a+c b+d c+a d+b
--···- + - ·- ··!- -·--- + ___ , ;;,; '!,
(J.t-b h+c c+d d-ra

is valid:
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Solution: ( Nico Lorentz, Rowald/Luxembourg)
a+c b+d c+a d+b
Notons S= ---+--+----'---·a+b b+c c+d d+a
� a+h + c + d .
, a+ b + c + d
= (1·a+cJ ---. --1-·-··-, + (b + r.,1J·-:--·-·7----\
la+b;(c+d)
(b+c)(d+aJ
·=( a +b+

d)(

b+d
a+ c
)
+
a+bXc+d)
(b+cXd+
a) ·
(

Soitmn=max{(a+b)(c+d)JD+c)(d+a)},m E (a+b;b+c }, nE {c+d;d+a}. Alors m+n=a+b+c+d. Comme

' a+c b+d) (m+n)(a+h+c+d) (m +n)
""
a,b,c,d sont positifs, on obtient S � (m + n1( -- + -- =
:?: 4
m·n m·n
m ·n
m·n
( car (m-n)2 + 4mn=(m+n)2 � (m+n)2 � 4nm).
Also solved by JN Lillington,Dorchester.
1

Q50. Let O be the center of the inscnbed circle of a-triangle ABC.
Show that

[An! ·!ocf +!BC! ·!°-"'f >!AC!
2

2

2

·IOBj

2

.

Solution: (J.N. Lillington , Winfrith Technology Centre, Dorchester)
To show the given inequality it is equivalent to proving

(AB ·OC) 2
OB·AC

+(

2 (-A-;_B_)

·OA) 2 =

BC
OB·AC

.
> 1. .

2

sin (-B-;_c_)
sin
-----+
>1
2
)
sin2(_A_;_c_
sin

(_A_;_c_)

c
A
::=;:, cosi - + cos2- >

angles). Now A+B+C = rr

sui2(

A;

(by sine rule on tri-

2

c)

2

c

A

We show the last inequality.
r
2A
. 2 A+C
. 2A
2 C .. 2 C
. A . C
A
C
sm l --) =sm -cos -...-sm -cos -+ 2 sm-sm-cos-cos. 2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1A 2C
. A. C
A
C
2A
2C
=cos --·- + cos -- - 2 cos - cos -· + 2 sm ·-· sm ·-- cos-cos - 2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
.:•
(''
r
,1
_,._
,1
1
,
(
-,
,_
�
A
2r
•
�
l ..c, • c\
"+
--- 2 COS -=cos�---+
COS --COS1 -- J < COS -?
1
'/
\.")
?
-

-

-

�

"""

,,f

...�

Q 5 l An automatic light switches on at 6 p.m., remains on for a whole number of minmes, lJK.'11
off
as it was on. Then it switches on
and remains off for three times as
repeats the
sa!ne
as ·before and cont5:r�ue:s. It Ls seen to be off fi.ve seconds hefr.;re 6.11 p.11L, to be on five st:-.
at HJ. !5 p.m.
coml.s al1er 9.03 p.m. and on
\Vas it m1 or off at l J .18 p.nL '? Give your reasons.
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Solutfon: (Nico Lorentz)
Notons n E N* k nombre de minutes pendant lesquelles la' laJnpe rcste a1lumee a ch.aque fois, t c;(i le
nombre de minutes ecoulees depuis 6 p.m. Des donnees il decoule que n :,; 10 et que la lampe s' allume si
et seulement si t "" 0 [ 4nJ.

= k (4n], 0

k :::: 4n - t , notons t0N = t · k. De t 1 = 183 = 3 [4]et t2 = 225 3 [4]on deduit n 2: 4.
""
'
( !{)N' 'i1
( !10N'\
' 0" '
et
et n I
Ainsi 4s n s 10 , d'ou t 1 ,, E {176;180} et t�" E {248;252} . Comme n I j \ 4 ,
4 � n :s; 10 on obtient n = 9. Finalement t3 = 318 = 30 (36J et 30 > 9 permet de conclure que la lamp,: est
eteinte a 11.18 p.m.

Pour t

;:<;;

,ill

-J

l �)
\.

Q 52. Two players A and B play the foilo'i1-ting game. A positive integer N is agreed beforehand. A and B in tum
insert a digit 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 or 9 in a space in the follo>'Ying diagram:

Ulll 11

A starts and only one digit is placed in each space. Ifthe resulting 6-digit number is divisible by N, then B
wins; otherwis::! A �ins.
For which choices of N) 15 can B make certain ofwinning by adopting a suitable strategy? (A digit may
be used more than once and mitial zeros are permitted.]
Solution: (Nico Lorentz)
Notons a· 105 + b· 104 + c· 103 + d· 102 + e· l O + f, le nombre inscrit
necessairement distincts, sont choi.sis parmi 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9.
• Si N

sO

f <!: {0;5}.

a la fin du jeu, ou a,b,c,d,eJ non

[21 ou si N = 0 [5], B perd a condition que A choisit d'abord f E {1;3;5;7;9} respectivement

• Si N = 1, i1 est evident que B gagne.

• Si N = 3 ou N = 9, B peut toujours choisir le demier chime a .inscrire de telle fac;:on que a+b+c+d+e+f
5 0 [9).
• Si N = 7 ou N = 11 ou N = 13, B gagne s'il inscrit les memes chiffies que A aux positions deterrni
nees par les egalitcs d = a, e = b et f= c. Le nombre ainsi obtenu est divbible par 7, 11 et 13 car
a· 105 + b· 104 + c·103 + a· 102 + b· 10 + c = 100 lOOa + 10 010b + 1 OOlc = 7· 11 ·13·(100a + lOb + c).
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In the end I just want to repeat some remarks on problems posed in the Newsletter nos. 20 and 21 . The diffe
ring versions proposed all have a more straight aim than those originally published.
Maurice Bremond, Avignon,, refers to Newsletter no.21, page 10, Q 42:

j l.'!..::SJ .}.
0 ::,'; .X(.X -1) � 6)
l> ::::> x 2
On a: 1::,; x :5 3 <::> 0 :5 x -I :5 2, d' ou: {
::::;> 2 ·
los.Hs2
x -x eN

J

lutions que enonce ne demandait pas d' expliciter.

r

-

x E {0, ...
,6} , soit sept so-

Concerning to Q 44, page 11, Monsieur Bremond suggests the following speedier attempt:
n

L

hO

.
sm ka =

n

L
bl

. (n+i)a .

•
sm ka

=

t
.t- 1

2sinkasin;

2 5111.a

2

2

na

---=2:..,..____::;2_
=
. a
smSlll-

SUl

t[cos(2 k-1) ;-cos(2k+l)1-] cosa -cos(2n+l) a
== 1-- t
=
2
2
.a
,.,.a
2 sm-..:
i.Stn-

2

Q.e.d.

Nico Lorentz, Rowald/Luxembourg, has taken exception to the solution of Question 45 in the same number.
Voici une variante ,,moins artificielle" de la solution proposee par M. Bremond.

En remarquant que sin 18° = cos(90 °-18°) = cos(4·18°) et l'aide des egalites cos2a = -1 + 2cos2 a =

1 - 2sin a, on obtient: sin 18

°

2

a

= -1 +2cos (2·18°) = -1 +2(1 - 2sin218°)2 = 1 +8sin418° - 8sin218° =
2

1 + 8sin 218° (-l + sin218°) = 1 + 8sin 18°(1+sinl8°)(-l + sinl8°).

D' mi

2

°
°
-1 + sinl8 = 8sin218 (1 + sinl8°)(-l+ sin18°).

Comme s:inl8°

* 1, il suffit de diviser les deux membres de cette derniere egalite par 8(-1+ sinl8°) pour

obtenir egalite exigee.

r

That's all the space I have this issue. Send me your contest materials, your regional and national Olympiads. comments,
suggestion.�. and your nice solutions to problems posed in the Corner.
Finally , propose problerr,_,; for which readers will send in solutions. Proposals should. whenever possible, be ;,ccompa:nied
by ,3. soh.1tio:n.! .references, ltnd other insight� which i:tI(: likely to he of help for the e<litt�r. They can be an y r.hin,g; fro1n elernent.ary
tf: adva11ced ! fnxrn eas y to diffic.u.h. C>flgin1�1 pr�blenl.5 are pan;i<.ul.,c:1.f.ly S(1ughL So 1 ple.a."5e sub:r:rLit any lnt.ere.stin,g problerns you
bocks ar1d o..rntests that are U('it ea.sH.F accessible. But ot.h.er inte1·esting problen1s
\:.on1+:; :icros!i, esp.ecia.H y tl:.t-;)se frorn
rri._;.ly aJso he a{..'.<'t':'ptalde p.rov.i(.if1(.! r.l1ey are r1.)t too \>:'r:U�knc)\VJ�. -tl.nd :refo-rences are gi·ven as to th:c·ir prcver1a..rH.:-e. I }u::reby invi. tf·
rny rei:t.d��rs to s-h.ar-e t.li�:n-l ''ll[th t.h1�.i!· ,.. c,U�;.1fr•.:�es a.n<l .r:::.tudent'.::i.
l ,ve}·:.:on:ie }rnuJ." ll::.put.,. a.1:1:d esp�cia..Uy prob-h•n:i set� �,..nd f.:-)h.1tio:ns for 1..t�f:·r
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BRIEF REVIEWS
Edited by Ivan JVetuka and \.'ladimfr Soucek. Boob submitted Joi· ff view should be 8enl to tl1i; following address: Ivan
l\T,.:tuka, 11,f[!UK, 5'okolmrsk<i 8/J. 186 00 Praha 8. Czedi Republic,
.I.Diestel, H.Jarchow, A.Tongti:
Absolutely
Summing Operators, Cambridge Studies in Advano•d
Mathemaiics vol.4:3, Cambridge Uni H'rsity Press,
Cambridge, 1995. xv+47,t pp., GBP 40.00. ISBN 0-52143168-9
The aim of the authors was to collect and arrange ba
sic facts concerning summing operators and their rela
tivei; which are spread through the literature since the
fifties. This fascinating subject which has grown during
recent decades is processed in an almost encyclopaedic
way. Needless to say the book reflects new approaches,
methods and also results of the authors. The first chap
ters give an accessible introduction to the unconditional
and absolute summability in Banach spaces (including
the Dvoretzky-Rogers theorem, .Khinchin's and Grothen
dieck's inequality), p-summing operators and summing
operators on Lp-spaces, p-integral operators, operators
on Hilbert spaces and trace duality. Further chapters
concern ult.raprodncts and local reflexivity, p-factorable
operators, the notion of type and cotype (Rademacher
sums), randomized series and almost summing opera
ton, (the Maurey-Rosenthal theorem), K-convexity and
B-convexity, weakly compact operators on C(K)-space8,
type and cotype in Banach lattices, local unconditional
ity, summing algebras, Dvoretzky's theorem and factor·
ization of operators. Each chapter ends with abundant
Notes and remarks &bowing further results and connec
tions. The authors must have expended an enormous
effort in order to publish ,-uch a book and really made
a great contribution for a wider mathematical commu
nity, Everybody working in the field of functional anal
ysis should i.ndude I.his monograph in his private book
case (jl)
K.L.Clmng, Z,Zhao; From Brownian Motion to
Schrodinger's Equation, Grnn<llehren dt'f math1:11:ui,
tischen Wissenschaften, vol.312, Springer-Verlag, Berlin,
1995, xji+287 pp., T fig., D:M 148.0ll, ISBN J-540-570306, ISBN 0-387-57030-6
'Tins is an
book on the
(L\ +
the
of Brnwuiaa motion. The
Fcynman ... Kac vroce;-s
of C(HJfSf·. the ceutrn.l
role in t,h(·
tre;;,i.rnent of this
pn,s,,nted ix;nk trr:,,t& ,JJl the
centra.l th.enu� td' ;J11,:� hc,ok it, t}H�
notion of a. o:.'J11dlt.ional gft-uge
of thr; fonctim1
time of the
16
g1ven poin:

of D. The gauge theorem (Chapter 5 of the book)
formulates the following dichot,orny: either the ga. n ge is
infinite everywhere in D or it is hotmded there. This
result enables a. unified treatment of all the remaining
topics ( Green functions, principal eigenvalues, special
onedimensiona! problems) of the book.
The book
is very carefully written, very readable and contains
nice illuminatory Notes at the end of each chapter.
Undoubtedly, it will become an indispensable book for
anybody interested in the subject. (mz)
T.Jackson:
From Polynomials to Sums of
Squares, Institute of Physics Publishing Ltd., Bristol,
1995, xii+184 pp., GBP 17.50, ISBN 0-750-30364-6,
ISBN 0-750-30:329-8
According to the author, the purpose of the booklet is
to "describe a journey through some of the beautiful
foothills of algebra and number theory based around the
central theme of f actorization". Actually, the booklet
presents a very readable elementary introduction to the
arithmetic of some quadratic algebraic number :fields,
starting from the very first concepts such as polynorniaJs
and their properties and culminating in splitting of
rational primes in such :fields. The latter fact explains
the second half of the title of the booklet. Jn my opinion
t.he booklet can be successfully used as an underlining
reading or exercise extension to the common curriculum
of classical !:'econda.ry schools as well as a suitable
introductory reading for all the novices in the subject
;,:eeking the answer to the question regarding the kind
of problems to whose solution algebraic number theory
could contribute.
Appendices containing necessary
definitions and results from abstract algebra. and related
number theory make the booklet self-contained and thus
also snit.abk for the self--,;t,udy. Moreover, the booklet is
accompanied by a diskette with a small. program running
on IBM PC's, which can be used to reduce tht· necessa.ry
"tedious" hand computations in the course of solving of
and "act.ivities� spread throughout thP text,,
since the <1'.::tails of
This ma,y seem a. bit

factoriz:n1.io1.i Jt::H:·lf. N'cvert.hr:::icss a vision o.f a corn.pu�.t.�r
,,,i;si:;;ta.:11 cnay ;i,Vrnd
the It,;;;; ""·"'"""'"en
for thi8 htam.ifut part uf classica.l
in the field nf compn!,er aided factori1rn.tim1s
makes wa,\•es.
di:i: !o the slim character of the
bool,Jet tht re.;;,der cannot expect that
tond1es nv.,l'e
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demonstrated on concrete examples. This disadvantage
is compensa.t.ed hy the very lucid style used. The
conient.s of the booklet can be best described by the titles
of t.he chapt(:.rs: 1. Polynomi,L!s in one variahl,! (31 pp.);
2.
polynomials to make new number fidds (19 pp.);
;1, Q1adratic int<"gers in general and Gaussia.n integers
in particular (20 pp.); 4 ..A.rit hmetic in quadratic fields
(2::! pp.); 5. Composite rational integers and sums of
squares (26 pp.); Six Appendices ('f'l pp.) are devoted to
(a) the basic a.lgebra.ic notions as groups, divisibility in
domains, Euclidean domaius; (h) primitive polynomials;
( c) the fa.ct.orizal.ion of cydotomic polynomials; (d)
Rouches theorem; (e) Dirichlet's theorem and Pell's
equation; (f) qu adra.tic reciprocity. Each chapter ends
wi.th an additional list of exercises. A pleasant feature
of the booklet are the summaries following each chapter.
(sp)
.J .Marsden, T.S.Ratiu: Introduction to Mechan
ics and Symmetry. A Basic Exposition of Clas
sical Mechanical Systems, Texts in Applied Mathe
matics, vol.17, Springer-Verlag, New York, 1994, xv+500
pp., 43 fig., DM 69.00, ISBN 0-387-94347-1, ISBN 3-54094347-1
The importance of symmetry in physical problems was
apparent already in time of Newton, Euler, Lagrange
and others and is ever increasing since. Its importance
is also clearly visible in the development of mechanical
problems in last decades, especially in connection with
integrable systems. It is a typical interdisciplinary area,
where analysis and geometry are combiued effectively
together. The book presents a geometric approach to
problems in physics which have a certain symmetry. A
key role is played by a concept of a Poisson manifold
and a momentum map and it covers as special cases a
lot of different physical situations, e.g. the motion of
a rigid body, incompressible fluid, the Maxwell-Vlasov
equations in plasma physics, integrable and chaotic
systems. The book contains theoretical parts where
necessary mathematical tools are developed (manifolds
and forms and vector bundles, Lie groups, a Poisson
structrure on a manifold, momentum maps, coadjoint
orbits and reduction procedures) as well as many specific
applications in various physical problems. The book
contains a substantial amount of various exercises (both
theor<:t.ical and computati!Jnal), a. solution manual is
available by post. There are many pleasing historical
remarks scattered throughout the text. A comprehensive
bihlfography can bf, found a.t th.e end.
The book
will
find a broad sped.rurr1 of readers among
n:ial;hematida.m,,
and
and i;an he
rcconmiendcd t.o all of t.h.em.
K.H.Hofmann, M.W,Mi.slove (Eds.j: Sfnuigroup
Theory and its Applications. Procemiings of
the 1994 Conference Commemorating the Work
of Alfred H. Clifford, London Mathematkal Society
vd.2:n.
Lecture Nott'
Pies,,.
HHl6, ix+rn;; pp .• GBP 19.95, ISBN

0-·521-57669-5
The volume cont.a.ins 8 survey papers and all of t.hem
reqnire little preliminary knowledge.
The t.hemf'.S
covered include totally ordered semigroups, bands of
semigroups, consequences of Isbell's zigzag theore.rn, the
role of topology, partial order and categories for the
strndura.l description of semigroups, and topological
models of the untyped lambda calculus. All surveys are
dearly written a.nd the volume can wdl supplement an
int.roductory text on semigroups. It is dedicated to t.he
memory of the late Alfred H. Clifford and contains also
two articles explicitly referring to his work and life. (ad)
W.Y.Hsiang: A Concise Introduct.ion to Calcu
lus, Seri(,S on University Mathematics vol.6, VVorld Sci
entifk, Singapore, 1995, vii+l57 pp., $ 39.00, ISBN 9810-21900-8, ISBN 9-8Hl-2I901-6
ln no more than 157 pages, the author aims at answering
the question ''\Vhat is the calcul11s a.bout and what, is
it good for?" The book is a. well-written illustration
of the idea saying that " ... calculus is the ba.'lic setting
and fundamental t.heory of the mathematics of variable
quantities which provides basic tools and the general
framework for analyzing all kinds of corellations among
variable quantities... " Starting from three preparatory
chapters (1: Numbers, Variables and Functions, 2: Basic
Properties of Functions, 3: Approximation and Limit)
the author gives iu the fourth chapter (Foundational
Framework and Fundamental Theory of Calculus) a
lucid explanation of the main topics of calculus and
their mutual relations. The conclusive Cha.pt.er 5 is
devoted to the introduction of elementary fnndious and
to the analysis of 15 well-chosen examples illustrating
the large possibility of applications of calculus to various
important questions arising in mathematics and in
natural sciences as well. (Eg. Kepler's laws, simple
harmonic motion, Snell's law of refraction etc.) As a
long-time teacher of calculus, I have found the reading
of this book both inspiring and useful. (o j)
.J .Krajicek: Bounded Arithmetic, Propositional
Logic, and Complexity Theory, Encyclopedia of
Mathematics and its Applications, vol.60, Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 199,5, xiv+343 pp., GBP
40.00, ISBN 0-521-45205-8
The purpose of the book is to explain relations
and deep connections between bounded arithmetic,
propositional logic and complexity theory. A short..
basic account of logic, complexity theory induding
Boolean complexity, propositionaJ proof systems and
first order ,,;ystems of hounded arithmetic is pr,es<�nte<1
It is then followed
more advanced
as diaracterizaiions of definable fon<:tions in varmus
theorems), second
syst.ems of arithmetic
order systems of bounded arithmetic, propositional
transla.tions of arithmetical formulas and polynomial
simulations, finite axiomatizability problem of hounded
of polynomial Rize prnofs of
syst;mns, fi.nitislic
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engineering graduate students. Prerequisites are at
statements, the issue of hard tautologies and optimal
least one semester of PDE's and some programming
proof systems, co1nbinatoi:ici. and Boolean complexity
capability. The text of the course is divided into two
within bounded arithmetic. The book is not intended
parts. This book contains only the first part. subtitled
as a textbook. The aim is to present the main aspects
"Finite Difference Met.hods". It. includes most of the
of current res<?arch i11 the mentioned areas. Short
basic material on time dependent equations including
bibliographical and other remarks are given at the end
parabolic and hyperbolic problems, mult.i-dimensional
of chapters. It can be strongly recommended especially
problems, systems and dissipation and dispersion. The
to mathemat.icians and computer scientists working in
book provides a review of a large range of methods. The
the flel.d and t.o graduate students. (ak)
goal is t.o gain both theoretical knowledge and numerical
S.C.Ferry, A.Ranicki, .l.Rosenbf�rg: Novikov
experience for these methods. Some methods are used
Conjectures, Index Theorem,s and Rigidity.
to solve nonlinear problems (Viscous Burgers' Equation,
Volume L Oberwolfach 1993, London Mathematical
Inviscid Burgers' Equation, Stack Tube Problem and
Society Lecture Not.e Series 226, Cambridge University
Thin Disturbance Tra.nsonic Flow Equation). The first
Press, Cambridge, 1995, x+:n2 pp., GRP 24.95, ISBN
chapter contains an introduction to finite difference grids
0-.521-49796--5
and a finite difference approximation of a PDE and,
S.C.Ferry, A.Ranicki, J.Rosenberg: Novikov
in addition, ,L finite volume derivation of difference
Conjectures, Index Theorems and Rigidity.
The goal o{ the second chapter is to
equations.
Volume 2. Oberwolfach 1993, London Mathematical
give basic definitions of convergence of finite difference
Society Lecture Note Series 227, Cambridge University
equations to PDE's (consistent and stable scheme, Lax
Press, Cambridge, 1995, x+364 pp., GBP 24.95, ISBN
Theorem). The stability of difference schemes is fully
().,521-·1979,5·-7
discussed in t.he third chapter. The tools that can
The Novikov
i.,;; one of the central problems
be used to prove stability of difference schemes are
of the topology of manifolds. In September 1993, there
(discrete Fourier transform, Gerschgorin Circle
given
was a conference organi:oed in Oberwolfach devoted to
Theorem). In the next two chapters, difference schemes
this conjecture and to related problems. Ahogehter
for two and three dimensional par3.bolic and hyperbolic
38 pa.rtici.pants with iuterests in topology, analysis
Many applications of PDE's
PDE's are discussed.
and geometry participated in the conference. The
differential equations. The
partial
of
systems
involve
Proceedings of the conference are presented in two
aim of the sixth chapter is to anaJyze difference
volumes. The contents of the proceedings can be divided
In the final chapter
schemes for these systems.
into the following parts. A. Detailed historical survey
several techniques for analyzing numerical schemes
of the Novikov conjecture and a bibliography of the
are developed.
In the book a complete problems
subsequent developments. B. The texts of unpublished
are discussed, including the physical setting, the
classic papers by Milnor, B.rowder and Kasparov relevant
mathematical description, the numerical scheme and
to the Novikov conjecture. C. Several papers related
The new technologies, namely
computer results.
to the Novikov conjecture with new results and having
computations and graphics,
symbolic
for
algorithms
also the survey character. D. Research papers which
are used extensively. Throughout the text there is a
bring different techniques used to study the Novikov
strong emphasis both on theory and on implementing
conjecture from the point of view of analysis, geometry
the schemes. When t.heorems are used without proof,
and topology. These proceedings will be useful for all
careful references are included for these results. The
who are interested in related fields of mathematics such
text includes also homework problems that implement
as topology, geometry and analysis and espedal!y for
different aspects of most of the schemes discussed.
those who are att.ra.ct.ed by problems related to the
(janov)
topology of manifolds. There are also 12 pages of open
problems presented by participants of the conference.
C.T.J.Dodson, E.A.Gonzales: Experimm1t in
Mathematics Using Maple, Springer-Verlag, Berlin,
Ubu)
DM 48.00. ISBN ::l-MG-1995, rix+465 pp, H6
N umcrical Pal'tial Differential
.1. W .Thomas:
59284-9
Equations. Finite Difference Methods, Tex!-,;i in
New York,
Applied .Matht:matk,;
This book is another member o-f the family of textbooks
xx+4:l7 pp., 70
to
. which use the c:011,put.er algebra system
9
of 1w1i,hematicB. The hook
1: achieve bette,
This textbook was
1 is divided into two basic pa.rte.. The first, one
i Calculus
as fonct.i<ms
ccwms sm;h
a clear,
or sequences and series. 'The s,xond pa.rt of the hook
account of applications of fini!.e difference methods to
of this
is named Beginning Calculus and the
numerical solution of PDE's. The book is suitable
co1rn·.spou,1 to thi� name. 'vVe can meet. there. for
fo.r a broad spectrum of
from firs!.
ua!.e &tudents \.o third yea.r l
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with lw1tH' computers. It is a har(kopy vennon of !.he
worksheetr-, in fact.. But. l he book. contains additional
explana.tory text, bibliography and index, too. 'fhe
answers to exerchies a.w pn,:;;cntt•d al i he end of die book,
but there are also opf,n-,,nded experiments in the text.
The' hook cau be. used for indepfl1dent i;tudy or as a
suppkment to a course book. The book is recommended
to all. (ml)
A.V .Bitsadze: Integral Equations of First Kiud,
Series on Soviet and East European Mathematics vol. 7,
World Scientific, Singapore, 1995, vii+265 pp., $ .55.00,
ISBN 9-810-22263-7
The book is devoted to the st.udy of linear integral
equations of the first kind.
Integral equations for
functions of one variable are treated on the basis
Various types of kernels
of Cauchy-type integrals.
for integral equations of the first kind are studied.
Simple examples are presented for illnstra.t.ion. Analytic
methods for investigating integral equations of the first
kind are given, they represent a fairly good account of
this diversified field where a unified theory is not present
as in the case of equations of second kind. (ss)
A.Joyal, I.Moerdijk: Algebraic Set Theory,
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 220,
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1995, viii+123
pp., GBP 17.95, ISBN 0-521-55830-1
The book perceives the universe of sets by a structure
of algebraic nature.
This structure is called a
Zermelo-Fraenkel algebra. and its operations correspond
to the usual operations on sets. The authors are
not formalizing properties of the membership relation,
however this relation can be easily derived.
The
theory is developed constructively and in this way it
arrives al. the description o{ ordinals and t.he method
of transfinite induction. Algebraic not.ions and tools:
free algebra.<i, generators, identities etc., are applied,
and the free Zermelo-Fraenkel algebras and different.
algebras of ordinals are constructed expliciUy with the
use of simulations on forests and the theory of open
maps. In t.he book some of the possible areas accessible
by t.he presented approach to set theory are outlined.
It. involves intuitionistic set theory and contains some
views regarding forcing models of set t.heory, realizability
models or sheaf construct.ion. For reading background in
t.opos theory i;; u�efoL (rh)

R.W.R.Da1·ling: Differential For1:ns ;.nd Com1.eeCambridge {J
Cambridge, 1994,
x+:.!r,G pp., GBP :rn 00, ISBN 0··52I-46?'i9-2, ISBN O
of modern ditkrential geomeu-:,·
·vector b1.uu.He\>:..(tnd conn<.�ctk:ins a.re
Jes" s! and,·ml part of ba,iic ir1atJ1.tm11tkal
Th,,, hook
,, c,ndul
·wi1.h a. da1,1iical snrfa.o:
fr11.m,0,a

application, it t.he last chapter, the author describes how
1:onnections are treat.ed as gauge fields in elementary
particle physics, main example !wing insta.nton solutions
of self-dnal Ya.ng-Mi!ls field equations. The honk is
practicaly oriented, especially valuable is a set nf almost
two hundreds of exercises ( there i;; a ::dwr1,age of them
in literal.ure). Prerequisities needed are small, jnst
lhwar algebra and standard vector calculus in three
dimensions. lt. is a very good complement of existing
literature suitable abo for physicists and engineers. (vs)
R.J.Plymen, P.L.Robinson: Spinors in Hilbert
Space, Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics, vol.114,
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1994, xiv+165
pp., GBP 25.00, ISBN 0-521-45022-5
The classical (finite-dimensional) Clifford algebras, their
representations and related topics as Spin groups,
spinors and Dirac opera.tors belong to the important
objects in geometry, topology and mathematical physics.
Their infinite-dimensional version originated in the
quantum physics of a free fermion field and is the
main topic of the presented book. More concretely t.he
book contains description of various Clifford algebras
over a real Hilbert space, as C* Clifford algebra and
von Neumann Clifford algebra, Fock representations and
parity and their transformation properies. The infinite
dimensional analogy of Spin groups are introduced and
discussed here. The book is self-contained and well
written. (jbu)
L.A.Petrosjan, N .A.Zenkevich: Game Theory,
Series on Optimization, vol.3, World Scientific,
Singapore, 1996, xi+352 pp., GBP 46.00, ISBN 9-81022396-X
The book addresses several areas of the broad mathemat
ical discipline called theory of games, including also au
thors' results of their own. The chapter "Matrix games"
deals with two-person zero-sum finite games. introduc
ing also mixed strategies. This is fort.her generalized
to "Infinite zero-sum two-person games" for which the
existence of optimal mixed or (in the convex/concave
case) pure strategics is shown, and examples of special
ga.mes like pursuit, search or poker are studied. The
third chapter deals with "Nonzero-sum games'', perform
ing a classical proof of the existence of Nash equilibria
by means of Kakutani.'s :fixed-point theorem and intro..
ducing also refined concepts like pe.rfoct or proper equilibria. The �Positional
form the fourth
including in particular mnlt.ista.gc zero-sum games, hi
information,
t:rard,ica.l ia.mcs, games with
.,;,, The last
entiUed '"Di.fferential
dea.!H wit.h game,
(a ;,y.�i:em
an,as
h,aarn-Bt'1hnan
exercis�,s a.ad
for exJH:rts iu
.in1.c1:s,i-;l.ed in

w.ill be u;;dul hot.h
a.11,t for a..d v;,nred ,;l.ndeut.,:;
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V.P.Havin, N.K.Nikol'skij (Eds.): Commutative
Harmonic Analysis III. Generaliztid Functions.
Applications, Encyclopaedia of Mathematical Sciences
vol.72, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, Hl95 . vii+266 pp., ;34
fig .. DM 148.00, ISBN 3-540-.570:H-9, ISBN 0-387-.570:349
This volume of Encyclopaedia of Mathematical Sciences
contains three parts. 'lhe first part written by V.P.
Palamodov has the title Distributions and Harmonic
Analysis. It contains basic information on distributions,
less known parts of tl1e theory on distributions on
a manifold, harmonic analysis with applications in
hyperbolic problems of mathematical physics and in
integral geometry. This part of the book .represents an
excellent survey of topics needed for the field of harmonic
analysis. The second part Optical and Acoustic Fourier
Processors, prepared by V.S. Buslaev describes physical
devices based on Fourier transform and t.he mathemat.ics
behind them. A nice description of the principles on
which devices of this kind are operating is presented.
The final pa.rt The Uncertainity Principle in Harmonic
Analysis is written by V.P. Havin a11d B. Joricke. The
main idea is based on the fact that for a function different
from zero the function itself and its Fourier transform
cannot both be very small. A collection of mathematical
facts illustrating this assertion is given for real and
complex functions. This volume gives the relevant basic
information on the three topics described above and will
be useful for specialists as well as for applied scientists.
(si;)
S.B.Cooper, T.A.Slaman. S.S.Wruner (Eds.):
Computability, Enumerability, Unsolvability. Di
rections in recursion th1c1ory, London Mathematical
Society Lecture Note Series, vol.224, Cambridge Univer·
sity Press, Cambridge, 19%, vii+347 pp., GBP 24.95.
ISBN 0-521-55736 4 vii+J47 pp., GBP 24.95, ISBN 0521-55736-4.
The book contains 15 research articles commemorating
the Leeds Recursion Theory Year 1993-94. The papers
provide a picture of current results and methods both
in Recursion Theory as well as in some directions of
Theoretical Computer Science motivated by fundamen
tal ideas of computation and ree11rsion. The popics range
over computable functions, computably enumerable sets ,.
domains
degree structures,
an .inductive infonmce.
also
l;he area. in rt:cent years. Some of the papers
il
mate.rial.. An appendix contains an
inf.ormal fo,.t of opc:n
B(,1·r1hard

ISlm 3-71H·'l5I89 6
This hoek wrH1en ili Cernuu, is ,u, excdlent. survey of
the lifo a.:1d work of Bern.hard f-l.jf:n1a1rn. Ri,,.m,um \
a.nd rf:;tl
11'"...:)rk in:
1:s. t..1es(:.tihr::d i.rt fuH
of ,1.n
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his mat.hema.tica1 achievements. Geometry and physics
in the work of Hfr:mann is evalnat.ed in the same
way. The author recommends using Riema.1m's collected
papers puhlished in 1990 by R. Narasimhan when
reading the present book. 'The author is looking for
a unified concept. a.nd philosophical views in the work
of B. Riemann. Riemann's personafo.y is a very good
reason for presenting the changes in mathematics of the
last century. The main changes concern the methods
mathemat.ics is using e.g. for proofs. In the work of
Riemann all the basic methodological and philosophical
development can be followed in a clear way. The
contribution of D. Laugwitz is not only a contribution
evaluating Riemann's life and work. It is mainly a view
of the development of mathematics in the last century
and of all changes which have formed mathematics
of our times. The book is a thrilling reading for
mathematicians interested in history and development
of ideas. (ss)
D.R.Adams, L.I.Hedberg: Functions Spaces and
Potential Theory, Grundlehren der mathematischen
Wissenschaften 314, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1996,
xi+366 pp., DM 148.00, ISBN 3-540-57060-8, ISBN 0387-57060-8
This book is devoted to an interplay of potential theory
and function spaces. In the classical potential theory
of harmonic functions one obtains the solution of the
Dirichlet problem by minimizing the
Dirichlet i11tegral and this is closely related to taking
projections in a certain Hilbert space. A short step
further leads to the study of Sobolev spaces which are
basic means for an extension of the classical theory to
the nonlinear potential theory. The authors introduce
some backround such as Sobolev spaces and Bessel
Then they define
potentials in the first chapter.
{0:, p)-capacities and the associated nonlinear potentials.
Further chapters are devoted to estimates for Bessel a.nd
Riesz potentials and Besov and Lizorkin-Triebel spaces.
There follow chapters on metric properties of capacities,
continuity properties, trace aud imbedding theorems,
Poincar type inequalities and an approximation theorem.
Chapter 10 contains new results of Yu.V.::'\etrusov
The final chapter gives complete solutions in terms
of capacities to some approximation problems for
holomorphk and harmm.ric functions. Each chapter ends
with Notes and I\irt.her Results where the reader can find
references to the literature and resu.lts that
the imtin
of tl1(• !.ext. ;rh..,
rt::ct:::nnnended to

(Irad ua,t,c r:f'.e·Kts i.a
'Ne,�.r
(},.3g7 ..94,549.(l
Th" hook pre,;;eu!;,; a
with �k� d!screti::: .rn:Dd(dB Jn.
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subjects, such as martingales and Markov chains or
weak convergence of probability measure,<. Supported
hy the a.pparatu:,; of proba.bilist.ic measure theory, the
cnncise and up to date tre�.tment of which is presented
hy ciiapter
the a.uthor lea.ds his reader through
all imporf..ant. di;,crete time stoch,istic models to leave
him (her) well prepared to enter difficult and complex
areas of continaous time stocha.stic models ai:1d their
important applications t.hat range from physic,;, to
financial modelling. I do not. hesitate 1.0 recommend
Shiryaev's book not, only to st,udents of prohability
and statistics but. also to any mat.hemat.ician who
looks for some adequate a.ource of information about
probabilit.y theory and its models.
The following
brief excursion through the contents may support the
reviewer's opinion that Professor Shiryaev wrote a good
and useful book: Convergence of Probability liiieasures.
Central Limit Theorems, Rapidity of Convergence,
Strong Representations, Contiguity, Hellinger Distance
Independent random var-iabies, Law of Large Numbers,
Law of the Iterated Logarithm, Zero-One Laws.
Statio11ary and ergodic sequences. Ergodic Theorems,
Mixing.
Stationary (in the wide sense) sequences.
Spectral representations and densities, Estimation
of Spectral Density, Kalman Filter.
jl;Jarti11gales.
Inequalities, Convergence Theorems, Cent.ral Limit
Theorem, Discrete Ito formula, Probability of Ruin in
Insurance. Markov Chains. G1assification of States,
Arithmetic and Asymptotic properties of the Transition
.
.
P roba lJI·1·1ties
· P;(nl
S
1stn'but10ns.
.
E,xerC1$eS
; ·, '"tat10nary
cmd Problems given at the end of each section provide a
reader with a material for an independent study. (jst.e)
D.Salomon: The Advanced TeXbook, Springer
Verla.g, New York, 1995, x.x+490 pp., D.M 68.00, ISBN
0-:387-94556-3
The book is aimed at. readers having some experience
with rfBX and wanting to become T'E,Xpert.s. It contains
also introductory material but most of the contents lies
rather deep; some things are treated in <"Ven more depth
than in f<n11th 's Tf)Chook. Of cours<c, t.h," book did not
intend to n:place the 'IFX book; it complements it with
many examples and exercises ( with answers), with rather
detaik,<l discussion of many advanced topics. Important
are specially nol,t'd: whnc a re11.der will. prnfi1
SOHlf'
on a compnt,:.t m: where
there are rnth,•t
definitions. A pint of tbe
Prefa('e is formed
a. shon overview oft.be hook wllich
n::ader d.f:'lerrnine tht: �t�entio11
"The hook offers al1:,o

n,

n·

i.f:�ati.n·o:;:�·�, ,,rhose W'h o
18fn.ws wiH be awitn.· ef
;i,ri,kfo:, in Tt'(Jbmu where sonw
parhi oI ,na.!.eria.! tre:ated in the hook were
'1'!1t: book '"
at ;�.nr
book".1 a.nd

to be printed. (jive)
l\1athematical Analysis.
A.Browder:
An
Introduction. Undt,rgraduate Texts in Mathematics,
Springer-Verlag, New York, 1996, xiv+:333 pp., ,5 fig.,
DM 58.00, JSBN 0-387-94(il4-4
This i,; a very nice textbook, aimed at graduate
beginners or, more likely, at advanced undergraduate
students of mathematics.
It cont.a.ins mnch more
material than for a yca.r-long course in analysis.
The author's choice fully corresponds to his opinion
expressed in the preface: "Analysis might. be described
as the mathematics tha.t deals with the ideas of
the infinite and infinitesimal; more specifically, it is
the word used to describe the great web of ideas
that has grown in the last. three Cf'nturies from the
discovery of the differential and int.{,gral calculus."
The author names among those textbooks which he
considers as model analysis textbooks Rudin's Pr inciples
of Mathematical Analysis and Spivak's Calculus on
Manifolds.
The book is relatively condensed, but
it contains some historical comments and things are
occasionally repeated whenever the author considers
that the situation requires it.
His comment:
redundancy is the key to successful communication in
a noisy channel. I consider the book very readable.
On about 320 pages it deals with Real numbers,
Sequences and series, Continuous functions on intervals,
Differentiation, Riemann integral. Topology, Function
spaces, Differentiable maps, Measures, Integration,
Manifolds, Multilinear algebra, Different.ial forms and
Integration on manifolds ( these are titles of 14
chapters). Every chapter contains exercises. Highly
recommmended for the work with students. (jive)
Ergodic
K.A.Petersen,
I.A.Salama (Eds.):
Theory and its Connections with Harmonic
Analysis, London Mathemat.ical Society Lecture Not.e
Series 205, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
1995, x.iii+437 pp .. GBP 24.95, ISBN 0-521-45999-0
The lecture note presents proceedings of the conference
on the subject held in Alexandria in 1993.
It is
divided into two parts.
The first part: consists of
tluee survey artides. First of them, 'Point.wise ergodic
theorems via harmonic analysis' by J. M. Rosenblatt
and M, Wierd! presents a lecture not.es by itself; it�
length is 148
11 con<:erns ergodic th,,orem,;
(good ,1.nd b,td sequence,;, universally
bad sequences. Bourgain's eil!.ropy
The
in
'Ha.rmonic
I r. con.cctns
1.11e gnnrps a.nd their a{�tion� 'LH1 nta,njfokh;,.
The third one,
,md
of
hund.i of ff,irnlts on ,Kl.ion;;; of groups on
�p.1ces. 'The next par, <'OnKist.;; of thirteen rescard:1
'T I),y�'Ft,arowicz. 1
JHi,per.� wrH,t0r
P .. .1.
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D.A.Hcndrick, R.Jajte, E.Lesigne, R.McCukheon,
JJ-f.Olsen. A.Pa;;kiewicz, D.J.Rudolph, and B.Weiss.
(dvol)
P.J.Davis, R..Hersh, A.E.Marchi8<Jtto: The Com
panion Guide to the Mathtimatkal Experience.
Study Edition, Birkhiiuser, Boston, 1995, vi+120 pp.,
DM 28.00, ISBN fJ-817-638-19-0, ISBN J-764-;i3849-0
This Guide is pubfo;hed for t.he first time. The book
"The Mathemat.ical Experience'' by the same authors is
con;;;ide.red to provide a layman a unique chance to visit.
mathematical world. It was used in seminars for non
math university students and by teachers of mathematics
at secondary schools. To help both teachers and students
the aut.hori; decided to provide them with a unique
collection of ideas, suggestions and hints related to the
chapters of the book designed for the active use of the
ma. terial presented. A user of the book would probably
not find it difficult to invent an efficient way of using
it, in a seminar. The guide represents a considerable
help in this direction and could save a lot of time.
Hecommended to all teachers who like to make their
students active participants of the learning process.
(jive)
W.S.Anglin, J.Lambek: The Heritage of Thales,
Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics, Springer-Verlag,
New York, 1995, x+327 pp., 23 fig., DM .58.00, ISBN
0-:387-9454·1-X
The boQk is intended as a textbook 011 the history,
philo8ophy and f01.1.ndation of mathematics for studeztts
of mathematics. The aut.hors have realized an attempt
to teach some good mathematics in a historical context.
On the other hand, they wish 1:o welcome inleffsted
.,tudent.3 from U1t' scienceH, lmmanitic.s and education.
The publication consists of two parts.
The first
one, Hi8tory and Philo.wphy of Afathematics (171 pp.),
contains ;31 short sections in. which many looks into
the history of mat.hematics are given and various
ki.nds of interesting mathematical problems (up to
about 1800) are discussed (Egyptian mathematks,
Prime
Pythagoras and his school. Perfect
numbers, Euclid, Archimedes, The cubic and quartic
equations, Leibniz, The law of qirndratic reciprocity,
etc.). The second pa.rt of this book, Foimdatwn
of i\,fatherrw.licH
pp.), consists of 35 sections
and deals with selected
from the nineteenth
-··. Peano's

maJhema.tics at. i;econdary schools as wdl as to university
teachers. {jhe)
S.D.Cltatterji (Ed.): Proceedings of the lntf:r
national Congress of Mathemat,ici.ans (ICM),
Zih-ich 1994, 2-Vols-;ifot, Birkhauser, Basel, HJ95,
1676 pp., DM 348.00, ISBN 3-764-a5J5:J-.5, ISBN 0-81765153-!5
The Proceedings contain papers which were presented at
the International Congress of Mathema.ticians ( August
:i-11, 1994, Ziirich, Switzerland). In the introductQry
part of the first. volume, Hiere are an account of tl1e
orga.nization of the Congress and other informat.ion (the
organizing committee, list of donors, opening and dosing
ceremonies, scientific program, list of participants
2476 ordinary members from 92 countries, list of
past congrei;ses, list of past Field medailists and Rolf
Nevanlinna prize winners, photographs). In the next
part (26 pp.), in five brief reports, there are achievement
of t.he four Field medailists (Jean Bourgain, Pierre
Lonis Lions, Jean-Christophe Yoccoz, Efim Zelmanov)
and the Rolf Nevanlinna prize winner (Avi Wigderson)
are presented. The fourteen invited one-hour addresses
at the plenary sessions of the Congress constitute
the next part of the Proceedings (234 pp.).
For
example, we can find here the papers Progres8 on
the four-colour theorem of Paul Seymour (13 pp.)
and Modular form.,, elliptic cur·ves and Fermat'., Last
Tht!orem of Andrew Wiles (3 pp.). Invited forty-five
minnte addresses were divided into 19 section meetings:
Logic (3 papers), Algebra (7), Number theory (7),
Geometry (11), Topology (10), Algebraic geometry (7),
Lie groups and representations (10), Real and complex
analysis (IO), Operator algebras and functional analysis
(S), Probability and statistics (8), Partia.l differential
equations (11), Ordinary differential equations and
dynamical systems (9), Mathematical phy;,ics (10),
Combinatorics (6). ivfathema.tica.l aspects of computer
science (4), Numerical analysis and scientific computing
(G), Applicatim1l'l of mat-herna(,ics in t.he f:ciences (7).
Teaching and popularization of mathematirn (3), History
An author index is included
of mathematics (:J).
in both volumes.
The publication can be very
recommended a,;; a. very deep and extensive look int.o
the contemporary mathematic;iJ research. There .is no
papers of
doubt tlrni;
of the ICM
aJl .n1a..thern.atica.l hranche&: wxitt-e:u
':'.Ves.:�v 1nrtthe.tnat:i<:aJ
the w<.n.:id t�.hould
.Actions in
vni. ·.E:','ZT: !1riech:icli
viii-+·20.1. p·p,., l)lii
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-------------------·--------.............._______________..
The book offeri:; a description of a rol(' of a Lie group
action in complex analysis, basic fads on illlalysis on
homogPneous spaces of complex Lie groups as well as
the role of these homogeneous spaces and homogeneous
bundles in representation theory (e.g. Bott.-Bore!-Weil
theorem describing an important geometrical realization
of finite dimensional represent.ations of these groups). It
is a nice introduction to a modern important. topic. (vs)
S.Axler: Linear Algebra Done Right, Undergradu
att' Texts in Mathematics. Springer-Verlag, New York.
1996, xvii+238 pp., DM 42.00, ISBN 0-387-94596-2,
ISBN 0-:387-94595-4
The book is intended for a second course in linear
algebra (a first course usually emphasizes matrices
and computation); it consistently uses language of
vector spaces and linear maps and leads to a deeper
understanding of the main ideas of linear algebra.
Standard books of the subject use determinants to
prove some principal theorems, for example, that every
operator on finite-dimensional complex vector space
has an eigenvalue. In this publication, determinants
have been shifted to the end. Hence, we find in this
textbook only determinant-free proofs and methods.
The publication has 10 chapters. In the first three,
the basic properties of vector spaces and linear maps
are developed.
The fourth chapter presents some
results about polynomials. In the fifth chapter, witho11t
defining determinants or characteristic polynomials,
some principal results of linear algebra are proved. For
example, each operator on a complex vector space or on
an odd-dimensional real vector space has an eigenvalue.
In chapter 6, the standard results on inner products
are presented. In what follows, the questions of the
operators on inner-product spaces and on complex and
real vector i:<paces are invE•stigated (linear functionals,
norrnal operators, positive operators, isometrics, the
characteristic and the minimal polynomials. Jordan
form. etc.). [n the last chapter, the notions of trace and
determinant in terms of the characteristic polynomial
are defined and investigated: the standard resuhs about
determinants a.re easily proved. An import.ant part of the
book consi:,;ts of a. large number of theoretical exercises,
symbol index and index. The book can be recommended
not
11,,,; a text but. also as a reference. (jbe)
J.Jo>\t.: R.fomannian Geomdry and Gfiome!:ric
1Jniw:r,;itext,
Berlin. 1995,
:<l+401 pp .. D!vT 78.00, fSBN .J.510-S7113-·'..l, ISBN 0387:Hll:i-2

.._

and vector bundles. de Hham cohornology and harmonic
forms; connections, geodesics an<l Jacobi fidds: an
introduction to Morse Theory, basic facts on symmet,ric
spaces and Kaliler manifolds and the theory of l:iumnnic
maps. There is also a special chapter containing a short
survey on cnrvat.ure and t.opology and two Appeidin::s,
thE· firnt about linear elliptic PDE's and the second on
fundamental group and covering spaces. (jhu)
H.Bauer: Probability Theory, de Grnyter Studies
in Mathematics 23, Walter de Gruyter, Berlin, 19%.
xv+523 pp., IYM 148.00, ISBN 3-1 JO-J:H;;J5-9
'' This fwok is intended to S"'rve as a guide /.o the student
of probability" is a sentence that opens the preface to the
author's Proba/Jility Tlif'ory and Elerrwnts of Afoasure
Theory published by Holt, Rinehart and Winston in 1972
and by Academic Press in I 981. And again, in 1996, W<:::
welcome his Probability Theory as a reliable, precise and
beautifully written textbook. It leads a reader safely
through the dasi,ical standards of probability theory
(Probability Space, Random variable.,, Independf'net',
Laws of Large
Central

l,imit

Numbers,

Chacacte1·istic

Functions,

Theorems, Conditional Expectation;.)
to more advanced topics ( Law of the Iterated
Logarithm, Martingales) dosing itself with elegant
and mathematically sophisticated two chapters on
continuous time processes { Construction of Stochastic
Process, Semigroups of Kernels, ]\,fodifications, Markov,

Gaussian, Poisson and

of Stochastic Analysis).

Brownian Processes, Elements

The text is accompanied by
a rich collection of stimulat.ing, and sometimes even
challenging, examples to test the reader's understanding
and to open for him or her windows to the contemporary
developments of probability theory. The author wrot(,
this book (unlike its predecessor8) for a student with a.
good background in mf'asure theory, its sophist.ication
for Borel mea.'lu.res on metric spaces included. One may
of course hesitate a little about some of the auUior's
notational and terminological innovations (diBt()()
instead of L'.(X) and "a.n independent sequence of
random variables" instead of "a sequence of independent.
random variables"), nevertheless the reviewer wit!, an
experience of his own as the author of a textbook on
probability can do no other t.han t.o recommend strongly
Heinz Bauer's Probabilit.y
to all who need, or
hrt.ter. wish to enter tlie world nf stochastics.
.J.D.Monk:
Card.innl Invariants ou Boofo.a.n
iu 1fathematics. voLI 12, Birk
Algebras,
Basel, HI%, ix+294 !Jti, D\1 78.00, lSBN 3- 764:354;.J:J"X, ISB�J 0-1l17--6':;c1r:2--X
D,mwen'" art.id'" in Handhock of ttookrtH
.aut.h;)r\; ac;ardinal F'un<1.:tio.us tJll
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reader that the Boolean set.ting has also its rights and
ad vantages. namE"ly when the topological counterpart
does not have so apparent meaning (e.g., cofinality,
incomparability). J. D. Moak was careful to include a
lot of import.ant new results:, whkh, together witlt a long
list of open problems and a summary of propertie::; of
the most commou/typical/very· sptcial examples makes
this book at, least ai; useful as was .Juhasz' "Cardinal
Function;; in Topology" twenty five years ago. (psi)
I.GohbHrg, P.Lancaster, P.Shivakumar (Eds.):
Recent Developments in Operator Theory and
Its Applications. International Conference in
Winnipeg, October 2-6, 1994, Operator Theory:
Advances and Applications, vol.87, Birkhiiuser, Basel,
1996, ix+4:35 pp., DM 178 .00, ISBN 0-817-6541.3-5,
ISBN 3-764-35413-5
This volume contains the proceedings of the Conference
devoted to the topics like infinite matrices and
projection methods, inverse scattering problem, the
theory of linear operators on indefinite scalar product
spaces, perturbation theory of differential operators
(Schrodinger type, Wiener Hopf, Mathieu, operators
arising in hydrodynamics and elasticity), spectral
represent.a.I.ions, mathematical systems theory and
control. The book will be interesting to a wide audience
in Mathematic;; and Engineering Sciences. It is linked
to another \•olumf! "Lectun,s on Operator Theory and
lts Applications'' published by the AMS for the Fields
Institute, Ontario, 1995. (mza)
J ..Johnson, B.Evans: Discovering Calculus with
Derive. Second Edition, J.Wiley &. Sons. Inc., New
York . .1995, x+3H pp., G BP 14.95, ISBN 0-471-00972-5
This book is parallel t.o the book Discovering Calculus
with Maple by K.Harris and R.J.Lopez. The only
important difference between these two books consists
of the computer algebra system used. Otherwise, they
are very similar.
It. means that this book covers
again topics of a traditional calculus course and that
it treats them in the same way. The structure of
chapkrs has a similar form. Firstly, a list of new
DERIVE topics and calculus concepts is presented.
Then a collection of solved problems follows. Finally,
sections Practice Problems and Laboratory Exercises
are included. Practice Problein� are not. very difficult
exerc11,es.
students to !."" familiar with
DEIUVE. Tl11 snlutimu; of these
1'lw · first
book j,, ,h:voted l,o an in! md ncl,i,rn
t h�s. t'i."JHtJ,uter
co.ntains t1v.:-:- indexi,=:·� 0.f Sr,Jv-t:{J Piob.h=:,us and
E){r:,d,w•s, Th,, honk follov.,,, the flow of the fifth edition
of Cak:ufos w:it:h
tk
H. Antt�n and thr.
:-1eventh edit1,c1n of (:aJculns ()1le a.ttd Sev1�ral Variable�
S . L Sala:;,, F:.Hi!le and revised h.v CU.

calculus textbook. (ml)
Z.M.Ma, M.Rockm;r, .I.A.Yan (Eds.): Dirichlet
Forms and Stochastic ProcfJsses. Proceedings
of the International Conference held in Beijing,
China, October 1993, Walter de Gruyter, Berlin,
1995, xi+-143 pp., ISBN 3-110-14284-8
This book contains 38 selected papers related t.o lecture8
given by the authors at the "lnte.mational Conference
on Dirichlet Forms a.nd Stochastic Processef'" and the
"School on Dirichlet Forms", both held in October
199:3 in China. The theory of Dirichlet forms was
developed over the last two decades and is a very
fruitful atea of ma.thematics. It established a link
between certain parts of potential theory, probability
and differential equations and is connected with various
fields as e.g. functional analysis, theory of semig.roups,
differential geometry, both analytic and probabilistic
potential theory, pseudo-differential operators, Markov
processes, martingale theory and stochastic differential
equations. (jl)
N.J.Hitchin, P.E.Newstead, W.Oxbury (Eds.):
Vector Bundles in Algebraic Geometry, London
Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 208, Cam
bridge University Press, Cambridge, 1995, ix+345 pp.,
GBP 24.95, ISBN 0-.521-49878-:J
The book is based on lectures and discussions presented
at the 1993 Durham Symposium Vector Bundles in
Algebraic geometry and brings an overview of the key
areas of the research involving vector bundles over
algebraic varieties. There are contributions on various
topics: Floer homology (S.K.Donaldson), Horrocks
Mumford bundle (K.Hulekj, semistable sheaves (J. Le
Portier), conformal field theory (K.Ueno), combinatorics
of the Verlinde formulas (A.Szenes), the deformation
theory of moduli sp,t<:es of vector bundles (V.Balaji, P.A.
Vishwa.nath). stable augmented bundles over Riemann
surfaces (S.Bradley at al.), submanifo!ds in projective
spaces (W.Decker, S.Popescu), exceptional bundles and
moduli spaces of stable sheaves on P' (J.-M Drzet)
and s:pin polynomials of an algebraic surface (A.Tyurin).
(jbu)
M.B.Subrahmanyam: :Finite Horizon HG c,, and
Related Control Prohlems, Systems & Control:
Foundations &
Birk}iii.user, Boi.ton, 1995,
x+ !20 pp, DM 78.00, ISBN ;J.764-:33811-3, JSBN 0-8!76,3:>'l ! 1-J
& Cont,rnl:
This book of the.· Birkhfimier series
is devoted to th.e st;\,tt.::
Fou:nda.t.ion� &.
and

sp;1.t:c�s ;-n\� finit,,f' din:H�fh.·donaJ.. \ he
11.te 1u.1Ha:nio:norno-aR h.f�tt\ni.s (>f
differential cq,rn.tinm; il.nd !.he costs ue
func!:iona.ls. 'T'he biPok �:on�ists of
,�d.1i,.:·l! d.J.'.-! ba,st�d on d.1.<-· 1.u.riilhH.'s
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application to a design of the F/A-18A Automatic
Carrier Landing System which is accompanied by
numerical simulatiom;. A reader of the hook should be
familiar with special terminology nsed in this field and
,4wuld hn.ve basic knowledge of general cont.ml theory.
(jmil)
J.V.Rauff: Math Matters, J.\;Viley & Sons, Inc., l\iew
York, H!9t,, xv+Hll pp., GBP 22.50, ISB'.\ 0-471-304522
!lath �f atters is a textbook fOr those \Vhose intention is
to learn or to teach what is often called mathematical
.literacy.
In each of twelve chapters the subject
is presented in special problem situations (36 of
them in total) which anybody can, and very likely
will, encounter in his normal, non-professional life.
The problem sit.ua.tions are about interesting subjects
such as shopping, installmeut buying, saving and
borrowing money, quality control, testing of hypotheses,
optimization, mathematics of games and mathematics of
reasoning ··· to name at least the most challenging ones.
Solution of every problem situation and the explanation
of the mathematical theory attached to it is done in
several stages grouped into sections. Several exercises
a.re appended to every stage and their solutions are
listed at the end of the chapter. Also each of the
chapters ends with a. collection of exercises to all items
of the theory and application introduced.in the chapter.
The solutions to the odd-numbered exercises can be
found at the end of the book. The problem situation
serves as an incentive for a reader to get interested
in an adequate portion of mathematical theory which
is apparently indispensable to understand the situation
and to solve it. The situa.t.ion-strategy seems also to
be an excellent method for the development of the
techniques for mathemati:i:ation of the real lifo situations.
The aforementioned portion of the mathematical theory
is so well weighed up that even the complicated problems
like mortgage payment or quality control could be
understood by almost all junior secondary-school pupils.
For the sak,• of the practic,tl knowledge, not all the
sophisticated theories related to the problem situations
are presented. ln several cases, the theory is developed
only to the stage of an nnderstanding to the problem
and then t.h e useful formula is given (with references to
sources of more
to be !;aken for
D.Qnhm•JY, R.H.arding: Cakulm;. Comwctions. A
MnltimfKlia Adventure.
Volu.mli : L
1
,,.
:\cw
021 ll-:l
This
wr1rkbonk 1-va.s \VJittfs:n ft)t
ma.tltema!ics via tlw Cakulns
Cnm1ect.inn,; software fl,e b,mk con taias

integrals. Each one of these chapter uses software mod
ules to enable bett.er understanding. The other chapters
deal wi1.h program documentation. The book includes
testing questions and many figures. Unfortunately, t.he
book cont.ains a lot of misprints, confusing explana.tions
and false assertion,; (see for example the definition of
double root of funct.ion and the assertion on doub.le roots
on p. 15, the example 2.3 on p. 20, fundamental theorem
of calculus on p. 94). (ze!)
V .N.Sachkov: Combinatorial Methods in Dis
crete Mathematics, Encydopedia. of Mathematics
and its Aplications, vol.55, Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge, Hi96, xiii+306 pp., GBP 45.00, ISBN 0-52145.513-8
This is an English translation of enlarged and updated
1977 Russian text.
It is divided in 6 chapters:
1.
Combinatorial Configura.t.ions, 2.
Transversals
and Permanents, :3.
Generating Functions, 4.
Graphs and Ma.ppings, 5. The general combinatorial
scheme, 6.
Polya's theorem and its applications.
The highlight of the book is a good survey of
some enumerative techniques, generating functions and
asymptotic analysis. The other (and thus most) parts
of combinatorial analysis are very sketchy (or absent)
and to claim that the book could serve as a textbook
is an exaggeration (this holds for most of chapters
1,2 with a. notable exception of the proof of Van der
Wa.erden conjecture on permanents). The good features
of the book (chapters 4 and S) are obscured by some
casual writing (translation?) as manifested e.g. in the
definition of general combinatorial scheme. Since 1977
Combinatorial mathematics has gone a. long way. It
appears that the text was updated and complemented
superficially and the bibliography is very incomplete.
(jnes)
.I.Lukes. J.Maly: Measure and integral, Matfyz
press, Praha, 1996, 178 pp., ISBN 80-85863-06-5
The introductory part., where the abstract theory
of measure and integral is discnssed, is followed by
a chapter on integration in locally compact spaces.
This culminates with the Riesz representation theorem.
A brief introduction to measure t.heory on groups
(Haar measure) is appended to this chapter.
The
study of
on the real line contains the
and the Hem,t(KkKurzweil
int.egra.tion on R'" , the
of measure:1,

J1\:-u.r if:r
ftmction spaces 11.nd
of Jim; iui.d surface
rn t:;..t"i:.n 1:it.�' i:1
\'Jtria.blt'.':f
frf.tffi a.n.
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rotation) to more advanced one (differential forms on
manifolds). The book ends with integration of Banach
space ,,a)ued functions, where the Bochner, Pettis and
Dunford integrals are discussed. Each chapter contains
notes and remarks. An ample list of references is
included at the end of the book. Th<:, text is intended for
graduate and senior undergraduate students and young
research.ers. (jl)
L.N .Childs: A Concrete Introduction to Higher
Algebra. Second Edition, Undergraduate Texts in
Mathematics, Springer-Verlag, New York, 1995, xv+522
pp., f1 ftg., DM 78.00, ISBN 0-:187-94484-2
The book is an introduction to abstract algebra and its
applications for students with sonH, calculus background.
It is the second edition of the book, which appeared
in 1979 with many sections rewrit.ten, new examples
and applications and, also, a new chapter on the
fundamental theorem of algebra included. The study of
algebra is developed from integers and its congruences.
The basic properties are examined for the ring of
integers and for the rings of polynomials over field
successhely. Congruences and quotient structures are
used extensively. The book contains thirty chapters such
as Euclid's Algorithm, Fermat's and Euler's Theorems,
Matrices and Codes, Factoring in Q [x], Primitive Roots,
Pseudoprimes and, finally, Classifying Finite Fields. A
number of exercises and applications to cryptography,
error-correcting codes, Latin squares or computational
number theory is offered. Hints to selected exercises can
be found in an appendix. The presented book is a very
well written and motivating introduction to algebra. (rb)
L.Kadison, M. T.Kromann: Projective Geometry
and Modern Algebra, Birkhiiuser. Boston, 1996,
xvi+208 pp., DM 78.00, ISBN 0-817-63900-4, ISBN 3.,
764-3;3900-4
The book provides a reader with a thorough treatment
of projective geometry in a course as concise as
possible. Historical, philosophical, as well as rigorously
mathematical viewpoint are presented by the authors.
To give to the reader something to build upon, the
introduction of projective plane is made by extension
of an affine plane for a line of ideal points and
a relationship between affine and projective plane is
established. Early enough the homogeneous coordinates
are used ta describe the analytic model of a real
It seems that the bask idea of
the authors was to pre,;;ent the ax.ionu.t,ic, deductive
approadi to projective gt•ometry a.nd to illustrate it 011

the analytic models of various kinds, while observing
the Klein's group-theoretical viewpoint.. When geometry
of a real projective plane and that of a .\,fobins plane
are explored briefly, division ri11gs are defined and
the relation between algebraic properties of division
rings and the geometric properties of the corresponding
projective planeii are derived (namely, !.hat Fano's axiom
holds when the rings characteristic is distinct from 2
and Pappus' theorem ii; equivalent to the commutativity
of multiplication in the corresponding ring). lising the
group of dilatations iu an affine plane an associated
division ring is described and more general concept of
affine coordinates is defined which is then extended to
a projective plane over ihe division ring. A chapter on
projective collineations topped by the Ceva's theorem
concludes the most essential part of the book. The
last part of the book (about one quarter of it) contains
five chapters named appendices, wherein the concept
of projective geometry is furthermore generalized and
some interesting topics from algebraic geometry, non
Euclidean geometry and geometry of ternary rings are
presented to arouse the curiosity of the reader and to
encourage him to try to learn more about it. (jtro)
G.J.Szekely (Ed.): Contests in Higher Mathe
matics. Miklos Schweitzer Competition 19621991, Problem Books in Mathematics, Springer-Verlag,
New York, 1996, vii+.569 pp., 39 fig., DM 94.00, ISBN
0-387--94588-1
Mik!s Schweitzer was a young Hungarian mathematician
who died in the Second World War. He was successfu.l in
High School competitions of the Mathematical Society
of Hungary in 1941, but the fascist regime of that
time prevented his admission to college. In Hl49 the
Mathematical Society founded a college-level contest and
na.med it after Mikls Schweitzer. The problems of this
contest from the years 1949 to 1961 were published in the
book Contests in Higher Mathematics, Aka.dmiai Kiad,
Budapest 1968. In this book one chapter is presented
also about the mathe- matical work of Schweitzer.
The book reviewed is a continuation of that. volume
and it contains the problems and their solutions from
the Schweitzer Competitions from 1962 to 1991. The
problems are divided into 11 sections, from Algebra
to Set Theory. The solutions were worked out. by
prominent Hungarian mathematicians, for example the
Section
was Vl'f.itt.en
J,.,.ef
who is
well known also as a member of tl1e Commit.tee of !.he
Interna.t.iona! Mathematical Olympiad. (lho)

J\1 athematical Institute
Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic
Prague
,uHwm1ees l.wo positions for
VISITING SCHOLARS for
Pcndrng tin a.I
for visitin!l, sdmlarn in 1h,,
t11,:, M,'l.thematical lnstiinte plans to o�wn two
perio<l September 19!)7 - August 1991{.
The positions are intentlcd for researd1-oriented mathematicians from any :fidd of pur{· or applied ma.t.hernatics a.nd
tliey carry no tead1ings duties. Recent PhD's ·will receivt special considi;nd.ion. A position may be divided among
several candidates but the minimum duration of a stay .is at least three months ( by mutual agreement).
Candidates, who must possess a PhD, should submit a letter of application accompanied by a curriculum vitae and
a list of publications to:
Prof. Karel Segeth
Director
Mathematical Institute
Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic
Zitna. 25, CZ-115 67, Praha 1
Candidates should further arrange for three letters of recommendation (one can be from a Czech mathematician) to
be mailed directly to Prof. Segeth.
Deadline for applications is January 31, 1997. The review process will be conducted soon afterwards.

Max-Planck-Institute for Mathematics in the Sciences
Leipzig
The newly founded Max-Planck-Institute invites applications for a distinguished five-year visiting research
professorship in non-linear partial differential equations.
Applicants should have demonstrated outstanding research potential and dear evidence of achievement. The
successful candidate will contribute actively to the new Institute's profile as a centre at the interface of mathematics
and the sciences, and candidates whose work has a strong interaction with the sciences, in particular in the areas of
continuum mechanics, phase transitions or materia.l science, are particularly encouraged to apply.
The Institute offers excellent research facilities including a large visitor programme. Salary will be on the German
C3 scale (comparable to an Associate Professorship in North America).
Applications should be sent to:
Prof. Dr. E. Zeidler, Acting Director
Max-·Planck-Institute for Mathematics in the Sciences
Inselst.r.
D-l.l4103 Leipzig, Germany
The deadline for
is January :Ji, 1997.
Employment. will start on October l, 1 ')97 or at a mutu.a!ly .tgreeable date.

UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE
ENGLAND
DEPARTMENT OF PURE MATHEMATICS
AND MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS

University Lecturer or Assistant Lecturer
in Pure Mathematics
Applications are invited for this post in any field of Pure Mathematics to take up
appointment from 1 October 1997.
Further particulars may be obtained from the
Head of Department
DPMMS
16 Mill Lane
Cambridge CB2 1SB
England
telephone (+44) (0) 1223 337996
fax (+44) (0) 1223 337920
e-mail Lectureship@dpmms.cam.ac.uk
URL http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk).
Applications should be sent to the Head of Department and should include a
curriculum vitae, list of publications and the names of three referees. Candidates
must ask their referees to send their reports direct to the Head of Department, to reach
(im by the closing date.
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The closing date for apJllications is 24 .January 1997
The

an equal

e1nployer

POSTDOCTORAL POSTS IN NON-COMMUTATIVE GEOMETRY

The final contract \\11th the EU establishing a network in Non-commutative geometry
is expected to be signed shortly. Its full title is

"lmplen1entatio11 of Concepts and Methods from .Non-Commutative
Geometry to Operator algebras and its Applications in Mathematical
physics and Quantum Physics".
Consequent upon this, there will be a postdoctoral position over a period of three
years at each of the following Universities: Copenhagen, Cork, Heidelberg, Marseille,
Odense, Orleans, Oslo, Paris, Rome La Sapienza, Rome Tor Vergata, Swansea,
Trondheim.
To be eligible, applicants need to possess a Ph.D. or an equivalent degree (or to be very close to
receiving such a degree). Furthermore, they must be citizens of the European Community or of Norway
or to have been resident therein for at least two years at the moment of the application. However,
applications are possible only to a university of a country different from the one of citizenship or
possibly of residence. The final contract might be more precise on this point.

Applications are invited for the positions at the two Universities in Rome.
They should include:
• a curriculum vitae
• a copy of the Ph.D. Thesis and of any publications
• two names who might be contacted for a recommendation
• the date at which the applicant would like to start activity in Rome
• any information relevant to the duration
• indications of any other universities in the network to which applications have been or are about to
be made.
There is no deadline for applications but prospective candidates are advised to signal their interest soon
by e-mail. The salaries vary from country to country to allow for the different costs of living. The gross
salary in Rome should be roughly 2,200 Ecu/month. The manner in which the 36 months of salary will
be divided will depend upon the applications received. Applications for La Sapienza should be sent to
Sergio Doplicher and those for Tor Vergata to John Roberts.
Sergio Doplicher
Dipartimento di Matematica
Universita' di Roma "La Sapienza"
Piazzale A. l\foro 2
00185 Roma Italy
fax +396 44701007
Relevant E-mail add.resses in the netv11ork:

John E.Roberts
Dipartimento di Matematica
Universita' di Roma "Tor Vergata"
Via della Ricerca Sciemifica
00133 Roma Italy
fax +396 72594699

MATH

The online world of mathematics
MATH database, the online version
of Zentralblatt far Mathematik I
Mathematics Abstracts is now also
available via the Internet

Important features of
this new service are:
worldwide unique access to the full
period from 1931 (vol. 1) to present:

more than 1.5 million entries
---

on screen TEX or PostScript view of
full review text

easy menu search
--

hypertext links to authors, reviewers,
citations, classification, citation
search
hypertext access to the Mathematics
Subject Classification scheme with
combined navigation and search
functions
,.

We look forward to your comments
and suggestions: please send
a message to
math-db@zblmath.fiz-karlsruhe.de
or
em-helpdesk@springer.de
and we will be glad to answer any
questions related to this offer and to
provide full access to this new ser
vice

Price information·
MATH database on the Internet,
data 1931 - 1996:
Free of charge for customers who already
subscribed to the MATH database
(via STN International). Please apply
for access to one of the above e-mail
addresses.
Reduced annual rate, additional to a full
subscription for Zentralblatt fiir
Mathematik/ Mathematics Abstracts or
CompactMATH: +DM 850 (M15)* l "'
Full annual rate: DM 7900 (M15)*

current contents of new publications
--links to the EMIS (European
Mathematical Information System)
server with free e-journal access,
conference calendar, and to other
services offered by FIZ Karlsruhe

---

unlimited site access
test access available

(M15)Subscriptions placed through Member
societies of the European Mathematical
Society will be granted a 15% reduction
on the price.

URL: http://www.emis.d.eLcgi-binLMATJI

uropean Mathematical Society
Zentralhlatt fur Mathematik!
Mathematics Abstracts,
ti..1unded in 1931 by
0. Neugebauer, is today the
longest-running abstracting
and reviewing service in the
field. It covets the entire spec
trum of mathematics and com
puter science with special
emphasis on areas of applica
tion. Citations are classified
according to the Mathematics
Subject Classification. It con
tains references to the world
wide literature drawn from
more than 2 200 journals and
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CAMBRIDGE
Neural Networks and Qualitative Physics

Abelian Functions

Jean-Pierre Aubin
This book is devoted to mathematical methods (conuol and
viabilty theory, set-valued analysis, etc.) arising in such
domains of artificial intelligence as neural nerworks, cognitive
systems and qualitative physics.
£29.95
HB
O 521 44532 9
288pp.
1996

H. F. Baker
Contains more that its modest title suggests. Written in
I 897, this classic book discusses algebraic geometry i.n terms
of transcendental functions. Many of the ideas are of
continuing relevance today.
£27.95
PB
O 521 49877 5
720pp.
1995

A Viability Approach

Cohomology of Drinfeld Modular
Varieties

Part 1: Geometry, Counting of Points and Local Harmonic Analysis

Gerard Laumon
Provides an introduction, in rwo volumes, to both the title's
subject and the Langlands correspondence for function fields.
It is based on courses given by the author.
£40.00
HB
O 521 47060 9
358 pp.
1995
Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics 41

Undergraduate Commutative
Algebra

8

Miles Reid
Intended for advanced undergraduate or beginning graduate
students with previous experience of rings and fields.
Alongside standard algebra the book develops che geometric
view of a commutative ring as the ring of functions on a
space.
£32.50
HB
O 521 45255 4
168pp.
1995
O 521 45889 7
PB
£11.95

Abel's Theorem and the Allied Theory of Theta Functions

Cambridge Mathematical Library

Minkowski Geometry
A. C. Thompson
The first comprehensive treatment of the subject since che
l 940's: suitable for graduate students and researchers in
geometry, convexity theory, and functional analysis.
£40.00
HB
O 521 40472 X
352pp.
1996
Encyclopedia of Mathematics and its Applications 63

Continuum Percolation
Ronald Meester and Rahul Roy
This book presents a unified self-contained account of
continuum percolation. Assuming only familiari ty with
measure theory and basic probabili ty theory, ir will appeal to
students and researchers in probability and stochastic
geometry.
£35.00
HB
O 521 47504 X
252pp.
1996
Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics 119

London Mathematical Society Student Texts 29

An Algebraic Introduction to Complex
Projective Geometry
Volume 1: Commutative Algebra

Christian Peskine
This is an exceUent introduction to che geometric
applications of commutative algebra. The only prerequisites
are a basic knowledge of linear and mulcilinear algebra and
some elementary group theory.
£25.00
HB
O 521 48072 8
240pp.
1996
Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics 47

An Introduction to Homological
Algebra
Charles A. Weibel
Aimed ac second or third year graduate students of
mathematics, this book covers several subjects in homological
algebra which have arisen in recent years, in addition to the
classical list of copies covered in other books.
£19.95
PB
0 521 559871
464pp.
1996
Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics 38

Probability and Information

An Integrated Approach

8

David Applebaum
This elementary introduction to probability theory and
information theory provides a clear and systematic
foundation to the subject and shows how theoretical ideas
can be applied to practical areas.
£45.00
HB
O 521 55507 8
232pp.
1996
O 521 55528 0
PB
£15.95

Computability, Enumerability,
Unsolvability
Directions in Recursion Theory

Edited by S. B. Cooper, T. A. Slaman and S. S. Wainer
With contributions from leaders in the field, this volume
provides a picture of current ideas and methods in the
ongoing investigations into the pure mathematical
foundations of computability theory.
£24.95
PB
O 521 55736 4
355pp.
1996
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 224

Cambridge books are available from good bookshops, alternatively phone UK+ 44 {0)1223 325588 to order direct
using your credit card, or fax UK+44 {0)1223 325959. For further information, please email Giulia Williams on
science@cup.cam.ac.uk or browse our Worldwide Web server http://www.cup.cam.ac.uk
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CAMBRIDGE
Levy Processes

Current Topics in Complex Algebraic
Geometry

Jean Bertoin

This is an up-to-date and comprehensive account of the
theory of Levy processes. Professor Bertoin uses the interplay
between the probabilistic structure and analytic tools to give
a quick and concise trearmt;nt of the core theory.
£35.00

HB

O 521 56243 0

Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics 121

275pp.

1996

HB

O 521 56216 3

331pp.

1996

A lucid and concise account of the classification of algebraic
surfaces, but expressed simply in the language of modern
topology and sheaf theory. Includes an ample number of
exercises.
0521 495105
0521 49842 2

143pp.

1996

London Maths Society Student Texts 34

Now in
Paperback

P. Wojtaszcyk

The book is intended to be used with graduate
courses in Banach space theory: as the only introduction to
the modern theory it will be an essential companion for
professional mathematicians working in the subject.
' ... a very welcome addition to the literature on Banach spaces.'
PB

O 521 56675 4

400pp.

Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics 25

Bulletin ofthe LMS
1996

Semigroups and Applications

This volume provides historical information on how the area
of semigroups evolved, as well as articles showing new and
important areas of application of semigroup theory, both
inside and outside mathematics.
PB

0521 57669 5

175pp.

HB

0521 56129 9

147pp.

1996

London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 231

1996

Ergodicity for Infinite Dimensional
Systems
G. Da Prato and J. Zabczyk

This book is devoted to the asymptotic properties of
solutions of stochastic evolution equations in infinite
dimensional spaces. Some of the results found here are
presented for the first time.
PB

O 521 579007

352pp.

1996

London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 229

A Course of Modern Analysis

4th Edition
E.T. Whittaker and G. N. Watson

8

This classic text, known to thousands around the world, gives
an introduction to the general theory of infinite processes
and of analytic functions together with an account of the
principal transcendental functions.
£29.95

PB

O 521 58807 3

Cambridge Mathematical Library

Proceedings of the 1994 Conference Commemorating the Work
of Alfred H. Clifford
Edited by Karl H. Hofmann and Michael W. Mislove

£19.95

1996

The main body of this text is a rich assortment of methods
and ideas from algebraic geometry prompted by classical
mechanics, and based on courses for graduate students given
by the author at Strasbourg University.

£29.95

Banach Spaces for Analysts

£22.95

172pp.

Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics 51

Second Edition
Arnaud Beauville

HB
PB

O 521 56244 9

A Course on Integrable Systems
Michele Audin

£25.00

Complex Algebraic Surfaces

£37.50
£13.95

HB

Spinning Tops

P. De Bartolomeis, F.Tricerri and E. Vesentini

Brought together in this book are papers from a conference
on differential geometry held in Pisa in honour of Eugenio
Calabi. The contributions cover a wide spectrum of research
areas in differential geometry.
£40.00

£24.95

Mathematical Sciences Research Institute Publications 28

Manifolds and Geometry

Symposia Mathematica 36

Edited by C. H. Clemens and J'. Kollar

The 1992/93 academic year at the Mathematical Sciences
Research Institute was devoted to Complex Algebraic
Geometry. This volume collects survey articles that arose
from this time of change for the subject.

616pp.

1996

Set T heory, Logic and their
Limitations
Moshe Machover

This book begins with Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory. This is
followed by propositional and first-order logic, and the
author proves and explains the !imitative results of Skolem,
Tarski, Church and Godel. An excellent introduction.
£40.00
£14.95

HB
PB

O 521 47493 0
O 521 47998 3

298pp.

1996

Cambridge books are available from good bookshops, alternatively phone UK+ 44 (0)1223 325588 to order direct
using your credit card, or fax UK+44 (0)1223 325959. For further information, please email Giulia Williams on
science@cup.cam.ac.uk or browse our Worldwide Web server http://www.cup.cam.ac.uk
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Helmut Wielandt

Now complete in 2 Volumes

Mathematische Werke I
Mathematical Works

Editors:
Bertram Huppert, Mainz, Germany
Hans Schneider, Madison (Wisconsin), USA
Volume 2: Linear Algebra and Analysis

1996. 24 x 17 cm. XX, 632 pages.
Cloth DM 348,- I oS 2.540,- I sFr 310,- I approx.£ 143,
ISBN 3-11-012453-X

Helmut Wielandt (*1910) is one of the few mathematicians who has worked
not only in the fields of algebra and analysis but applications as well. His mathematical work is unique since it
contains outstanding results in two almost completely unrelated fields: group theory and matrix theory.
The first volume comprises Wielandt's contributions to group theory, where his influence is apparent through
out. It is divided into six sections devoted to distinct themes. Each of the first five sections has an introduction
written by a specialist in the respective field setting the content in perspective. In addition to the pub
lished works, this volume contains most of Wielandt's lecture notes on various topics in group theory, includ
ing a revised reprint of his famous book on finite permutation groups. For technical reasons, Wielandt's 1973
Ti.ibingen lecture notes on selected topics of permutation groups are published as an appendix in the second
volume.
Volume 2 contains all the other mathematical works, most of which are on matrix theory. Research papers are
arranged chronologically and often accompanied by comments from acknowledged experts describing the con
text and outlining further developments. Also included are the famous and influential Madison lectures on the
analytic theory of matrix groups, and - now available to the public for the first time - Wielandt's series of con
tributions to the mathematical treatment of complex eigenvalue problems prepared when he was assigned to
the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institut for Fluid Dynamics in Gottingen during the Second World War.
Contents of Volume 2:
Research Papers: 25 articles published in various jour
nals, including comments on particular papers ·
Lecture Notes: Topics in the analytic theory of matri
ces · Mimeographed Research Reports, Aerodynamische
Versuchsanstalt Gottingen: Beitrage zur mathemati
schen Behandlung komplexer Eigenwertprobleme ·
Beitrage zur instationaren Tragflachentheorie · Bio
graphical Notes · Appendix: Ausgewahlte Fragen i.iber
Permutationsgruppen

Previously published
Volume 1: Group Theory
1994. 24 x 17 cm. XIX, 802 pages. With 95 figures.
Cloth DM 348,-/oS 2.540,-/sFr 310,-/approx. £ 143,
ISBN 3-11-012452-1

"... This edition of Wielandt's collected work is excel
lent in every respect. No wishes are left unfulfilled.
This volume performs a highly valuable service to any
mathematics department, in particular to those with
some group-theoretical activities. On the other hand
this book gives every mathematician a beautiful invi
tation to the field of group theory."
Mathematical Reviews
Set price for volumes 1 and 2
Cloth DM 648,-/oS 4.730,-/sFr 577,-/approx.£ 266,
ISBN 3-11-015530-3

Walter de Gruyter & Co., PO. Box 303421, D-l0728 Berlin, Tel.:+ 49-30-260-05-222
Walter de Gruyter Inc., 200 Saw Mill River Road, Hawthorne, N.Y 10532, USA, Phone: (914) 747-0110, Fax: (914) 747-1326
Please visit us in the World Wide Web at http:/ /www.deGruyter.de

